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ABSTRACT

JASON WATSON. Using audience-centric design and community feedback to
manage complex privacy settings. (Under the direction of DR. HEATHER

LIPFORD)

Today, technology is enabling people to share information on an unprecedented

scale. Although much of this information is intended to be shared with a large group

of people or even the public, some disclosure is intended for smaller audiences—a

subset of a larger group. People may want to limit information visibility because the

information is private or sensitive, or they may feel others would not be interested

in the content. When people want to selectively share to different audiences, many

technologies fail to provide usable mechanisms to manage these more complex sharing

situations. In many cases, people lack understanding about which audiences are able

to see what items of information. Additionally, the effort to manage audiences and

control access to information adds some extra physical and cognitive burden. This

research suggests two methods to help people better understand and control sharing.

The first examines audience-centric design: using mechanisms that integrate with the

primary task and allow sharing to multiple audiences to improve understanding of how

information flows to multiple groups of people. The second method examines using

community feedback to enhance privacy/sharing default settings thereby lessening

the user’s configuration burden. This knowledge contributes to existing research by

understanding the extent of how users share information to multiple audiences and

react to community feedback mechanisms designed to ease configuration burden.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

According to a recent Pew Research Center report, 73% of Internet users over 18

use social media sites 1. Smart mobile devices have interfaces to upload photographs

and status updates from almost anywhere in the world. People desire to share infor-

mation and have found social media sites enable them to keep in contact with distant

friends and family and reconnect with past acquaintances. Accordingly, people post

a lot of personal information to these sites—some that is not intended to be seen by

everyone. As with real-world social interactions, people want to control how, when

and to whom they disclose personal information. However, with online social media

sites, disclosure is often to larger audiences and persists for longer durations than

disclosure in the physical world. Thus, managing privacy with online social sites can

be difficult and complex. Many people desire to share to different social groups, yet

struggle to manage privacy and disclosure to these groups because of complex settings

with cumbersome control mechanisms [15, 88]. This dissertation seeks to understand

how people manage privacy in online social media interaction and if more usable

mechanisms can help ease configuration burden.

Privacy management can be characterized as a form of boundary control between

restricting interaction and seeking interaction [6]. It is an internal optimizing process

1Social Media Update 2013 (December 30, 2013) (accessed January 21, 2014); available from
http://pewinternet.org/Reports/2013/Social-Media-Update.aspx.
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and the theoretical foundations of privacy management are applicable to both real-

world and online interactions. People seek to achieve a desired privacy state in both

settings. We seek to socialize with others and also desire to adequately control who

we share information with. In the physical world, we manage this boundary by

thoughtfully considering disclosure based on who is present within the social context.

However, with online social interactions, it can be more difficult to determine who

and when someone can access disclosed personal information.

Online social media sites enable us to share to various different social groups where

time and space are different than disclosure in the physical world. Palen and Dourish

suggest managing disclosure with information technology is more difficult because

people lack a conceptual framework of how interrelated privacy issues work when

technology is present [68]. In real-world social interactions, we can see the social

context and control disclosure appropriately. People also understand that information

shared in real-world social settings is largely ephemeral. In contrast, online disclosure

can persist indefinitely and the temporal constraints are different. These challenges

in understanding online social interactions motivate research that seeks to improve

appropriate information disclosure in online social media sites.

People’s choice to disclose information to others in the physical world is governed

by norms based on the social context of the setting. If information stays within

the intended social context, contextual integrity is maintained [64]. However, if we

choose to disclose personal information to a specific social context and that informa-

tion permeates to other social groups, contextual integrity is violated. With online

social media sites, the social context is not always visible and it is more difficult to
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understand if information is allowed to flow beyond the intended context. Therefore,

it is important for research to examine how users of online social media sites under-

stand if information they intend to be for a specific group is able to flow to other

unintended groups of friends. In this work, I describe using audience-centric design

and community feedback to help people better understand these information flows

and configure complex privacy settings.

1.1 Audience-Centric Design

People naturally have different social groups—family, work friends, school asso-

ciates, etc. For the purposes of this dissertation, I refer to such groups as audiences.

Audiences form an essential part of how we choose to share information. For example,

a person discloses information differently in a work setting than at home or with close

friends. With online social media sites, people tend to have a large number of friends

that often represent many different audiences. As the number of these audiences

grows, the complexity of the privacy policy also increases.

Most of the larger online social media sites of today include mechanisms to control

filtering of information by audiences. Because of the volume of shared information

and large number of audiences, many current mechanisms are difficult to use [88].

As a result, users tend to adopt sharing strategies that might not reflect how they

would share with audiences in the real-world. For example, some people decide to

reduce sharing by only sharing information that a person considers to be appropriate

for a public audience. Ideally, online social media interactions would be similar to

sharing in the physical world where a person could mentally map the desired social
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context to an audience at the moment the person desires to disclose information. To

achieve this level of social interaction, the user would need to both understand the

information flow and have a usable mechanism to control disclosure.

Configuring sharing settings on online social media sites is considered a secondary

task—a task that is auxiliary to the primary focus of the interaction, in this case,

socializing [101]. Users sometimes feel overly distracted from the primary task when a

secondary task requires too much time or effort. When the secondary task is difficult,

users might ignore the task altogether and effectually ignore secondary privacy or

security protections [98]. I postulate that integrating the configuration of complex

privacy policies with the primary task can increase user understanding and reduce

configuration burden. I consider this design technique as audience-centric design—

using interface mechanisms to allow the user to view or control information disclosure

to different audiences.

Audience-centric design integrates sharing configuration closer to the primary task.

Many online social media sites allow the user to create audiences and configure privacy

policies to control sharing. However, most of these mechanisms are not integrated

with the primary task. Recently, Google introduced a new social media site named

Google+. Google+ introduces the concept of circles as a way to group friends into

different audiences. Circles are a highly visible and prominent feature in the inter-

face and sharing interaction is integrated with these audiences. Thus, Google+ is a

good attempt at providing an audience-centric design to control personal information

disclosure and may be a good platform to explore how users react to an integrated

audience-centric sharing mechanism. In this dissertation, I investigate the effective-
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ness of different audience-centric design techniques and provide better understanding

of their impact on configuring complex privacy settings.

1.2 Community Feedback

Audience-centric design may improve understanding of online disclosure, however,

it adds additional burden to create and manage audiences (see Section 3.3), reducing

the net effectiveness. Privacy is still a secondary task and people may ignore usable

configuration mechanisms if it takes too much time to configure a desired privacy

policy. One potential area to reduce configuration time is to provide better default

privacy settings. Privacy preferences are subjective and individuals vary widely in

how willing they are to share personal information with others. Thus, incorporating

usable mechanisms to configure complex privacy settings is a good step but achiev-

ing the desired privacy policy may be difficult if the default policy does not closely

match the user’s preference. The purpose of online social media sites is to share

information and many have default privacy settings that are permissive [88]. Per-

missive privacy settings achieve the goal of increased social interaction, but can lead

to privacy breaches. An obvious improvement for better default settings is to pro-

vide many different policies that would contain settings that more closely resemble

the user’s desired policy. Community feedback might be useful in suggesting better

default settings and reduce the configuration burden. Community feedback is the

process of collecting setting preferences from other members of a community—other

online social media users—and using this data to inform another user’s settings or

decisions. This may provide the user with sharing settings that potentially start in a
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state closer to their desired sharing preferences.

Today we see many applications of using community feedback. Online shopping

sites recommend additional purchases as we add items to our shopping cart. These

recommendations are created as suggestions based on what other community members

who buy similar items have also purchased. When we purchase books, we see other

recommendations that are similarly based on community data. Thus, community

feedback is a promising area to help users navigate online. Researchers are exploring if

community feedback can be used to also help users with privacy and security decisions.

In real-world social interactions, disclosure is largely governed by social norms. As

we mature, we observe how others disclose information in various social contexts.

Technology can make it difficult for people to discern the intended social context.

As people interact with online social sites, they often are unsure when and who can

view their shared information. Community feedback may improve control over dis-

closure and provide a similar mechanism to real-world social norms. This dissertation

contributes understanding of how people react to community feedback with privacy

settings in online social sites. Thus, I present findings on how community feedback

can be used to reduce users’ configuration burden while trying to achieve their desired

privacy policies.

1.3 Thesis Statement

Audience-centric designs improve user understanding of information flows

by enabling the user to selectively share and digest information by using

smaller and more manageable audiences. Real-world interactions occur
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more commonly amongst audiences, so audience-centric design improves

the user’s mental model of who receives shared information. However,

managing sharing settings with audience-centric designs can increase the

user’s configuration burden. Default sharing settings can be enhanced by

community feedback to mitigate this additional burden. Audience-centric

designs combined with sharing default settings enhanced by community

feedback make it easier for users to understand information flows and

achieve desired sharing preferences.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation documents four contributions derived from the thesis statement:

1. Exploration of theoretical privacy research to provide a foundation of how people

interact with audiences and how these theories relate to online social interac-

tion. A further exploration into collective behavior theory to connect how this

behavior can relate to using community feedback to enhance default sharing

settings.

2. Experimental results that demonstrate how audience-centric designs improve

user understanding of sharing personal information.

3. Experimental results that provide better understanding of how people react to

automated privacy setting changes based on community feedback.

4. Experimental results that demonstrate how community feedback information

such as profile item characterizations enhance default privacy settings and help
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reduce user burden to configure sharing preferences for online social interaction.

The first contribution represents my attempt to examine the foundations of social

science research related to privacy and collective behavior and apply these theories to

the information age world. Regarding privacy, other researchers have contributed to

this task. For example, Palen and Dourish examined Irwan Altman’s privacy theories

and suggested new perspectives about privacy in a socio-technical environment [4, 68].

To my knowledge, no one has attempted to relate sociology collective behavior theory

to the more modern area of research on social influence and community feedback. In

this dissertation, I summarize theoretical principles from collective behavior research

and propose using these principles to enhance technology-based social influence pro-

cesses.

The second contribution presents research intended to explore and test hypotheses

about the usefulness of audience-centric design interfaces. My formative research ex-

amines how the user reacts to audience oriented views and if the user is able to better

understand who is able to see personal information [77]. Here, I present additional

research that examines user reaction to several distinct graphical presentations of au-

dience oriented views and discuss the results of this research. I also present research

conducted to determine how early adopters of a production online social network

system (Google+) formed, used and understood sharing with audience-centric mech-

anisms.

For the third contribution, I explore how users react to default setting changes. I

present study results that provide better understanding of user reactions to privacy
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settings modified by community feedback. Findings suggest the conditions where

users are able to tolerate automated changes to privacy settings. Results also indicate

users are more concerned with changes in specific profile items and seem to not equally

tolerate changes to different profile items.

The fourth contribution is a study that examines the overall effect of using commu-

nity feedback to enhance default sharing settings. Users characterize individual profile

items differently and this affects how they perceive automated changes. In this study,

I gather sharing preferences and profile item characterizations for all items used by a

popular online social network site, Facebook. Using this information from a sample

representing the community feedback, I segment the sample based on privacy atti-

tude and formulate several canonical privacy policies. I use these canonical policies

to evaluate the effectiveness of these enhanced privacy defaults for another sample

group. The studies in this dissertation provide a cumulative contribution to the gen-

eral body of research in the Human-Computer Interaction and Usable Security and

Privacy fields.

1.5 Organization

The chapters and sections of this dissertation are organized in a conventional man-

ner. Chapter 2 provides background and related work. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 present

the experimental methods, detailed analysis and discussion of the results of individ-

ual studies included in this dissertation. I compile and discuss the overall research

contribution of the proposed work in Chapter 6.

In Chapter 2, I present the background by starting from early sociological research
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and relate some of these theories to the current online and digital environments that

exist today. The remaining sections of Chapter 2 discuss the large body of past and

current research that relates to audience-centric designs and community feedback.

Chapter 3 explores how audience-oriented views help users better understand with

whom they share information in the online social network domain. Previous research

shows that users do benefit and prefer audience-oriented views [77]. Analysis from the

resulting two studies in this chapter indicate users equally prefer both compact and

expanded forms of audience-oriented views and some of the additional cognitive and

configuration burdens introduced by providing the user with audience-centric mech-

anisms. In this way, these studies provide pointed motivation for using community

feedback as a potential method to mitigate some of these additional burdens.

Chapter 4 presents an exploratory qualitative study designed to evaluate user re-

actions to automated default settings. These results suggest users can tolerate auto-

mated privacy changes under certain conditions. Users also characterize their social

network profile items differently when reacting to automated changes. This research

is used to inform the final study of this dissertation.

Chapter 5 presents an experimental study that builds on knowledge from Chap-

ter 4. Permissive default privacy settings for social network profile items may not

adequately reflect individual privacy attitudes. In this study, I gather user privacy

setting preferences along with characterizations that indicate privacy attributes re-

lated to profile data items commonly used in online social networks. This information

is used to build canonical privacy policies representing distinct privacy attitudes and

test how these can be applied as default policies to reduce user burden to configure
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complex privacy settings.

The concluding Chapter 6 restates the research and details the contributions. Here,

I examine the contributions and how they contribute to different research areas within

the Human-Computer Interaction field. Additionally, I summarize the entire body of

work along with limitations in this dissertation and discuss potential future research

questions.



CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

This dissertation presents two methods to help users manage complex privacy set-

tings: audience-centric design and community feedback. Here, I present a compre-

hensive background of research for both methods. The motivation section builds

upon motivating factors presented in the introduction chapter. Then, I discuss other

related research to my dissertation.

2.1 Motivation

The purpose of privacy settings is to help users control disclosure of personal infor-

mation. Privacy research and privacy theory help understand how and why people

share information. As with much life found in nature, humans are social creatures

and people desire to appropriately share information with peers and social groups.

In this section, I explain two modern western privacy models and discuss how these

relate to privacy settings and sharing preferences. Then, I discuss how these more

traditional models are still relevant but controlling online information disclosure is

more difficult and harder to understand. I also discuss previous research that ex-

plores issues and challenges with online disclosure of personal information. Lastly, I

address community feedback and collective behavior theory as motivation for using

community data to more individualized privacy settings.
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2.1.1 Privacy

The individual’s desire for privacy is never absolute, since participation

in society is an equally powerful desire [100] (p. 7).

In classic Latin, privatus was used to describe a person who was not in public

office—an ordinary private citizen. Modern conceptions of privacy describe privacy

as a process that includes many factors. The most relevant privacy-related research to

this dissertation begins at the dawn of the information age. Before 1960, researchers

speculated on how the development of the computer might impact privacy [49, 100].

Until this point in history, privacy issues were largely debated in legal and political

arenas. In 1967, Westin provided a summation of these political issues and discussed

novel impacts on privacy introduced by electronic storage. More importantly, Westin

discussed privacy theory in terms of different sized social units and different levels or

degrees of privacy related to these units [100].

Westin analyzed individual privacy in terms of four types or states: solitude, in-

timacy, anonymity and reserve [100]. Each of these states represent an individual’s

voluntary withdrawal from general society. When a person desires privacy, they ul-

timately end up in one of the aforementioned states. Solitude represents the most

extreme condition where a person is alone and completely free from observation. The

state of intimacy occurs when a person is within the setting of a small familiar group

and desires that group to be unmolested by outside intruders. Anonymity happens

when a person achieves privacy as a result of being part of a very large crowd, making

it hard to be recognized. Reserve is more of a psychological state; it is when someone
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achieves privacy by psychologically removing themselves from others around them.

Westin combines these states of privacy with four functions of privacy: personal

autonomy, emotional release, self-evaluation and protected communication [100]. Per-

sonal autonomy is a more traditional function of privacy and represents a theory

proposed by sociologists such as Goffman who described privacy as protecting an

individual’s secrets from outside discovery [40]. Emotional release permits people to

retract themselves from social settings and norms and relax from those expectations.

The self-evaluation function represents the temporary removal from public to plan

and meditate about one’s role and future plans. Protected or limited communication

serves as the function where people can join in small groups and share confidences

with trusted friends. The combination of both state and function by Westin redefines

privacy as a process that involves both individuals and groups [100].

Irwin Altman extends and elaborates on privacy as a process [4, 5, 6]. Specifically,

Altman defines privacy as “an interpersonal boundary-control process.” The process

is dialectic—a state of tension or opposition between two interacting forces—which

involves a force resisting interaction in opposition to a force seeking interaction. This

dichotic tension creates an optimizing process where an individual seeks to regulate

the gap between desired privacy and the actual achieved privacy. Altman describes

this balance as:

Desired privacy is a subjective statement of an ideal level of interaction

with others . . . Achieved privacy is the actual degree of contact that

results from interaction with others. If the desired privacy is equal to the
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achieved privacy, an optimum state of privacy exists. If achieved privacy

is lower or higher than desired privacy—too much or too little contact—a

state of imbalance exists [4] (pp. 10-11).

Altman proposes that this boundary regulation in order to achieve privacy goals

is controlled by behavioral mechanisms. These behavior mechanisms are: verbal

and nonverbal behavior, personal space, territory and cultural mechanisms. Verbal

and nonverbal behavior obviously represent our communications we use to achieve

desired privacy. Personal space is how we use the immediate space around us for

both individual and group privacy. People use territory or possession of objects and

area as another behavior mechanism. Lastly, cultural mechanisms represent customs

or social norms within a culture to regulate contact and sharing with others [4]. Non-

verbal behavior, personal space and territory are all behavior mechanisms that are

inseparably connected to the physical environment. Thus, Altman’s theory is useful

in describing the privacy process in a physical space, but lacks somewhat to provide

a theoretical framework for privacy in online social communities.

2.1.2 Online Disclosure

Although Humprey [49] and Westin [100] discuss privacy in regards to computer

information, online social interactions did not exist until decades later. Altman’s [5]

work stems from social science and also predates online social communities. Afford-

able consumer video cameras introduced video conferencing and vaulted socializing

and collaboration into a technology domain. In this domain, research highlights some

differences between socializing with and without technology [37]. Gaver contrasts the
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affordances—properties of the environment that offer actions—that exist in media

spaces with those that exist situated in the physical environment. Socializing and

collaborating with technology does not always imply fewer affordances. For example,

the lack of physical presence may provoke people to share more when using technology.

Parks and Floyd found that people report disclosing more personal information when

using the Internet compared to their disclosure in the physical world [69]. Therefore,

regardless of how technology changes social interactions, new and different affordances

should be considered [37].

Technology introduces new features that make managing privacy different than

the way we do in the physical world. In response to this, people begin to establish

new management practices and social protocols [36, 67]. For example, Palen found

that users of a groupware calendaring system would create new social mechanisms

to manage privacy. Because the company norm was to maintain an open calendar,

users would add personal appointments with cryptic names. Some would just simply

omit personal appointments from their calendars [67]. These examples indicate that

people struggle to properly manage disclosure when technology is used as the sharing

platform. Grudin suggests such behavior reflects an awareness at a level more fun-

damental than privacy and describes this as, “the steady erosion of clearly situated

action [45].” The erosion of situated action suggests that people are losing control and

knowledge of the consequences of sharing with technology because of how anything

recorded digitally can be seen at the present as well as in the future [45].

Palen and Dourish describe some differences between how we manage privacy with

technology and the physical world [68]. They build upon Altman’s privacy theory [4,
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5, 6] and elaborate on issues surrounding three differences between the physical world

and the online world:

1. Audiences are no longer circumscribed by physical space; they can

be large, unknown and distant.

2. ...the recordability and subsequent persistence of information, es-

pecially that which was once ephemeral, means that audiences can

exists not only in the present, but in the future as well.

3. ...our existence is understood through representations of the infor-

mation we contribute explicitly and implicitly, within and without

our direct control [68] (p. 131).

The difference between sharing in the online world and the physical world disrupts

and destabilizes our ability to regulate privacy as a boundary management process.

Palen and Dourish identify three boundaries where technology frustrates our privacy

management process: the disclosure boundary, the identity boundary and temporal

boundaries [68].

The disclosure boundary is the dialectic tension between privacy and publicity [68].

In an online environment, our choice to share is not always a deliberate act at a specific

period in time. For example, an online search can reveal personal information posted

years ago and represents an intention to share at that time, but possibly not at the

time when the search was initiated. As online social media sites mature, this problem

may become more problematic. This example illustrates a lack of control within

the disclosure boundary. People may choose to share at the moment information
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is posted, however, people may not understand consenting to share at any time in

an unknown future. Nissenbaum suggests the disclosure boundary is governed by

contextual norms and disclosure is regulated based on the appropriateness of the

audience [64]. She further suggests people’s attitudes of privacy violations “concur

more systematically with breaches of contextual integrity than with breaches of only

intimate or sensitive realms [64].”

Identity boundary is the tension between self and other [68]. People choose dis-

closure and behavior based on their social setting and according to what audience is

present. Therefore, it is imperative that the audiences—whether large or small—are

known to the person to be able to choose how and what information to share. Tech-

nology can make this unclear. The decision to share is made while peering into a

computer screen and interacting with the interface of some website and it becomes

difficult to mentally model all of the different types of audiences that will potentially

view the disclosed information. In other words, as the choice to disclose information

is related to the social context, if the social context is difficult to determine, privacy

decisions will be more difficult to make as well. Thus, breaches of contextual integrity

are more likely to occur when technology obfuscates the social context and people

struggle to understand the intended audience [64].

Specific decisions to share online should not be considered isolated from other

decisions to share. The inability to see the entire sequence of sharing events represent

temporal boundaries [68]. Decisions to share and what to share are likely formed from

the dynamic process of regulating other boundaries in the past. Palen and Dourish

do not consider the technology effects on these temporal boundaries as limiting, but
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rather an essential role in the ongoing management of online privacy. However, not

being able to always determine the complete sequence of sharing decisions can be

destabilizing to online privacy management [68].

Although managing online privacy can be difficult, users still desire to appropriately

share information. boyd [sic] and Ellison find that social network site users are

concerned about whether shared content is suitable for all audiences that are able to

view the information [15]. Additionally, they find users are concerned with contacts

from different contexts being able to reach out and interact with one another as a

result of the shared social connection [15]. Users of online social media sites want to

adequately manage privacy boundaries and they show some understanding of sharing

consequences of unintended disclosure.

Privacy theory as describe by Westin and Altman are equally relevant to both phys-

ical and online disclosure. Privacy boundaries remain intact when sharing information

online. Technology simply introduces new and different challenges to managing dis-

closure boundaries. The solution to overcome these new challenges is non-trivial and

needs more research to completely understand ways to improve online privacy man-

agement. Many online media sites provide privacy mechanisms to manage disclosure

and some provide adequate and granular privacy control. However, people are shar-

ing a lot of personal information with many different social groups and increasing

the complexity of privacy management. Most current mechanisms are difficult to use

and people struggle to manage such complex privacy settings. Because online infor-

mation is often collected without the user’s knowledge or consent [51] with no way

to determine if the information was intended to be made public, it is important to
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research unintended disclosure of personal information. In the next section, I discuss

some additional research problems related to complex privacy settings.

2.1.3 Complex Settings

Users of online social media sites develop various distinct social groups and desire

to share appropriately to each of these groups [15]. Managing these groups requires

user effort to form and manage access control. Research shows that managing these

groups can be a significant burden on the user, especially as the number of contacts

and relationship types grow to include multiple social circles [29, 46, 56].

Research suggests that privacy mechanisms used by online social sites are difficult

to use and understand [89, 88]. Some sites provide separate configuration mechanisms,

however making a privacy or security task explicit can be problematic and the design

goal is to reduce privacy violations without significant user effort [2]. Many current

privacy mechanisms fail to achieve this goal and users under-utilize configuration

features and risk privacy violations [3, 88]. Thus, users exhibit a strong desire for

privacy management, but seem to struggle to achieve desired privacy when settings

mechanisms are complex and difficult to use.

As online media systems mature, larger percentages of users are reporting mod-

ifying default privacy settings. The shift in reported behavior appears in research

published in the last five years. Strater and Lipford observe users report only initially

modifying privacy settings and then only changing settings when privacy violations

occur [89, 88]. More recent research shows users are more concerned and a larger

percentage report actively managing privacy settings in online social media sites [16].
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All of the previously mentioned research focuses on users’ reported behavior and may

not reflect actual disclosure. A study of more than 4,000 university student profiles

shows a high rate of actual disclosure of personal information in Facebook [44]. Re-

search also shows that users have a tendency to report being privacy conscious and

acting accordingly only when privacy configuration does not interfere with the pri-

mary task [87]. It appears that users want to share appropriately online and will

manage privacy settings, however the mechanisms need to be sufficiently usable to

avoid excessive configuration burden.

2.1.4 Community Feedback and Collective Behavior

Community feedback provides community information to other people or processes.

In the physical world, people often use community feedback to make decisions. For

example, if a person sees two restaurants together and one has a crowded parking

lot and the other an empty lot, she might consider that information as community

feedback about the quality of the food. Online shopping sites use community feed-

back to provide purchasing recommendations by displaying what items others have

looked at or previously purchased. In this section, I provide community feedback and

collective behavior theory as motivation for generating better default privacy settings

using community data.

Using community feedback is not without certain drawbacks. As it sometimes

happens in the real world, the community consensus does not always represent a better

decision. When people accept community decisions and ignore their own preference,

this is know as an informational cascade [11]. Because the decision made is based
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on existing community information, no additional personal preferences are introduced

into the community resulting in more homogeneity of decisions within the community.

Herding is a specific type of informational cascade where community members make

incorrect decisions that are used as feedback and cause others to make the same

decision [38]. It should be noted that both of these drawbacks depend on people being

presented with community feedback. If community data is used to only generate

feedback for default settings, the overall impact of informational cascades may be

reduced.

Gaming is another drawback of community feedback systems. This phenomenon

occurs when someone injects enough preference information into the community data

to manipulate community feedback recommendations. Gaming exploits are possible in

any community feedback scenario and must be considered when providing community

based suggestions. These drawbacks are important challenges to community feedback

research. In the next section, I present a high-level conceptual view of a community

feedback process model designed to enhance how community feedback is used for

default privacy settings.

Social navigation is the process of using community information to help people make

hard decisions by providing suggestions based on other people’s decisions. Community

feedback and social navigation research solutions focus on using a snapshot of the

community data to provide a recommendation at the moment a user needs to make

a decision. Yet, the known problems with community feedback such as informational

cascades and gaming are related to the behavior of the community. I consider this as

a dimensional disconnect that limits current solutions from being able to adequately
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mitigate community feedback problems. Solutions that are drawn from a single state

of community data are one dimensional, however, problems such as herding and

gaming include the current state of community data and a second temporal dimension.

Collective behavior theory as I present here also exists with these two dimensions.

Some collective behavior theoretical concepts are related to the current state of the

collective and some are related to a second dimension that can only be calculated

or detected by examining the change of the collective state over time. I believe the

next evolution of community feedback research should focus on both the state of the

community data and how the community data has changed over time. This concept

may be somewhat novel to the field of community feedback, however data mining and

economic models historically and extensively use similar techniques to examine trend

information. Additionally, I believe early social navigation theorists intended the

process to include information about collective behavior and not just data extracted

from the current state of the community as Dieberger et al describe:

Social navigation, in the sense of our individual actions being designed

around collective social behavior, is not just something that is ‘layered on

top of’ a space, but comes to transform both the space and the ways that

people act within it [27] (p. 39 - emphasis added).

Collective behavior theory in social science refers to the behavior of a group of

individuals. The theory seeks to understand the determinants of significant events

that generate social collective action. These events, known as collective episodes, can

be a spectrum of events such as rumors, crazes, panics or even revolutions. Early social
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research explains these episodes as spontaneous and fickle, however, Neil Smelser

suggests collective behavior is surprising but occurs with regularity [85]. Thus, the

aim of collective behavior theory is to understand and explain how and why collective

episodes occur.

The components of social action are key to understanding the determinants of col-

lective episodes. In sociology, these core theoretical concepts are used to analyze

conventional human behavior. Conventional or individual social behavior is analyzed

by these same theoretical constructs because both conventional and collective behav-

ior is governed by social life. Smelser describes these components as: values, norms,

mobilization into organized roles and situational facilities [85]. Values are the most

general component of social action and do not specify any kind of norm or action. For

example, belief in democracy represents a social value. There may be many methods

and political systems that represent the value of democracy, but they are all demo-

cratic. Norms are rules that enable actions that reflect values. In our democracy

example, norms are the rules for elections or what rights and privileges are afforded

to citizens that reside under a certain democracy. Values and norms themselves do

not determine the organized form of human action. Mobilization into organized ac-

tion describes how society is grouped and organized. These groups can be social,

political or economical and exist to execute societal actions. Situational facilities are

means or obstacles that affect how organizations achieve their goals. With democ-

racy, a constitution is a means to operating a democratic system whereas political

corruption is an obstacle to democracy. The components of social action provide the

foundation to understanding social structural strain and how collective episodes are
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formed.

Social research suggests ways to classify collective groups, or collectivities. Roger

Brown suggests four dimensions used for classifying collectivities: size, frequency of

congregation, frequency of polarization of group attention and degree of permanence

of group members [18]. Size describes whether the group could fit in a room or

even whether it is too large to congregate. The frequency of congregation denotes

how often or if the group physically congregates. The frequency of polarization of

group attention describes how often the group divides its focus on desired goals.

The permanency of group members labels a member’s status within the collectivity.

Brown uses these classifications to identify and distinguish collective behavior from

other forms of social behavior [18].

Within collective behavior, Herbert Blumer suggests two major foci of interest: the

study of the forms of collective behavior and the study of how these forms develop

into organized behavior. Blumer illustrates how normal collective behavior transi-

tions into organized collective behavior and describes this as a social movement [12].

Smelser suggests using a set of determinants to describe whether a collective episode

will occur. The first two determinants describe structural characteristics of a col-

lectivity: (1) structural conduciveness and (2) structural strain. Conduciveness and

strain together provide a state of how likely a collective episode is to occur within a

collective body. The next determinant is (3) growth and spread of a general belief.

Members of the collective generate beliefs or actions that serve as the source of struc-

tural strain. The spread of a general belief to cause structural strain is not likely to

cause a collective episode without (4) precipitating factors. These are specific factors
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that set a collective episode in motion. However, precipitating factors alone do not

determine the existence of a collective episode. Once an episode occurs, there is a (5)

mobilization of action that marks the onset point of the collective episode. Finally,

there is an (6) operation of social control which represents counter-determinants that

prevent or interrupt the collective episode. The operation of social control has the

effect of removing precipitating factors and reducing structural strain [85].

Collective behavior provides a theoretical framework that motivates using com-

munity feedback to provide privacy settings that are closer to user attitudes. The

collective unit becomes available as a better resource to represent user preference.

Online social network sites have access to how people interact with privacy settings.

This behavior can represent the social movement described by Blumer and as this

movement changes over time, collective episodes that represent privacy attitudes are

formed and Smelser’s determinants can be detected. As attitudes of similar groups

within the community change, the collective behavior can be used to inform other

privacy settings with an automated system. This theoretical framework provides

many ideas for better understanding of how community information can be used to

help reduce burden for configuring complex settings. For example, research needs to

determine what community privacy behaviors represent a structural strain and what

data might represent the precipitating factors that lead to a collective episode. When

a privacy change is determined by a collective episode, how will the user react to

the privacy change? My research is motivated specifically by two areas within this

framework. First, Chapter 4 explores user reactions to privacy setting changes based

on feedback from a collective episode, or an automated system that recommends
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the change. Second, Chapter 5 explores gathering more information about audience

disclosure preferences that can be representative of Smelser’s precipitating factors

within a collectivity. I explore how this factor determines collective episodes (recom-

mended privacy policy changes) and if they can be used to generate enhanced privacy

settings—settings that are changed to better match the user’s privacy attitude.

2.2 Related Work

Researchers of privacy in online communities are motivated to help online social

site users lessen the gap between their desired privacy and achieved privacy. Making

complex settings more usable provides a steady source of research questions and as-

sociated experiments. In its abstracted form, managing what information is shared

with whom is an access control problem. In this section, I present related usability

research done in the access control area, both with security and privacy problems.

Next, I discuss similar privacy research done in the specific domain of online commu-

nities. I then discuss research related to enhancing management of complex settings

with audience-centric designs. This dissertation includes using both audience-centric

design and community feedback to help users understand and configure complex set-

tings. Therefore, I finish with related research with community feedback and social

navigation.

2.2.1 Usable Security and Access Control

Simplified, managing online information disclosure is a form of access control. Ob-

jects represent items of personal information and boundary management represents

the individual decisions to grant or deny access to external parties. As previously
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discussed, managing access becomes more difficult as the number of objects and ex-

ternal parties increase. In usable security, access control research is related to easing

the burden of managing complex privacy policies.

Access control has been a research problem from the beginnings of sharing computer

systems and digital information [79]. Abadi et al. provide a formalized approach to

managing access control [1] and Carminati et al. [21] formalize a comprehensive access

control mechanism for web-based social networks. These formal approaches show that

work is being done to develop actual control mechanisms, however, traditional access

control models often neglect usability concerns. Access control models vary and are

usually distinguished by who controls access. Previous models include Mandatory

Access Control (MAC) and Discretionary Access Control (DAC) [80]. MAC is a more

traditional approach where control is enforced by security labels that are attached to

users and objects. DAC controls access on the basis of an object owner who establishes

the permissions or denials for an object [80]. Thus, privacy decisions in the domain

of online social networking can be thought of as a form of DAC—determining who

can have access to particular information and under what circumstances access is to

be denied.

Role-based access control (RBAC) models are different from MAC and DAC by

placing the access control focus on the external parties requesting access [80]. Exter-

nal parties can represent organizational groups or in the case of online media sites,

different social groups. With RBAC, the access control system grants or denies ac-

cess to information by examining a set of rules when an external party makes an

access request. RBAC models are related to privacy in social settings by grouping
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external parties by some defined attribute. Managing privacy in both physical and

online social settings relates to discretionary decisions to allow access to certain role-

based groups. Thus, discretionary access using a RBAC model is a good fit for access

control in online media domains.

Discretionary RBAC systems rely on the user to make the sharing decision. Un-

der most scenarios, this access control decision is a secondary task. Whitten and

Tygar show that when the user interface for such tasks are confusing and hard to

understand, the user is not able to successfully complete the task [101]. With online

social sites, privacy is considered the secondary task and much usable security and

privacy research focuses on trying to reduce user interaction and avoid distraction

from the primary task. However, completely hiding privacy and security tasks is also

problematic when the user needs information. Previously, developers made design

decisions on security mechanisms that often obscured necessary information from the

user. Doursh and Redmiles suggest the usable security context needs to be highly

visible to the user in order for the user to make an informed security decision [32].

One possible usability enhancement is to increase understanding by using graphical

interfaces that improve the visibility of the access policy. Zurko et al. designed Adage,

an RBAC system for distributed computing systems [105]. Adage implemented both

graphical and command-line interfaces to allow a user to configure an access policy.

The graphical interface included the “Visual Policy Builder” to help the user create

an access policy [105]. The results from a small user study on Adage suggest users

preferred using the graphical tool. Cao and Iverson created an Intentional Access

Model (IAM). The goal was to improve mental models and understanding of otherwise
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complex access control lists with intentional statements of actual access to objects.

They also implemented an improved visual interface to help understanding of complex

access control policies [20].

Other research provides additional visual mechanisms and usability results [73, 96].

For example, Reeder et al. presented the Expandable Grids visual mechanism for

managing discretionary file access control with Microsft Windows. Expandable Grids

used a matrix with objects on the top axis and groups along the left axis. In each

cell, a color of red, yellow or green represented the intuitive level of access granted

that each group was allowed to each object. In a lab user study, they compared the

new Expandable Grids interface with the existing Microsoft configuration interface.

Results of a user study show Expandable Grids performs better and people are signif-

icantly more accurate with configuring complex access control tasks and significantly

faster completing the tasks with many access control configuration scenarios [73].

Previous research in usable access control attempts to provide easier mechanisms for

configuring complex privacy policies. The findings support more visual access control

policies are easier for users to understand and configure. These generalized principles

can easily be applied to managing online privacy and are included in usable audience-

centric design principles. However, this research fails to provide any specific evidence

to how these mechanisms will perform if presented to online social communities. In

the next section, I discuss research specific to configuring privacy in online social

media sites.
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2.2.2 Online Privacy

Findings in online usable privacy research intersect with related research in us-

able access control. Researchers find that the some of the same design principles

are applicable to the specific area of online privacy management. Visible interfaces

and granular control over settings improve user understanding and lessen configura-

tion burden. These principles provide a good start, however, users still struggle to

manage complex privacy settings even when provided with comprehensive and visible

mechanisms.

Research suggests users of online social sites desire control but often do not form

a complete mental picture of how information flows in online domains. Websites

that collect personal information create privacy policies to convey limits of how the

organization plans to use collected information. SPARCLE is a tool to help author

these policies using a natural language interface [53]. Reeder et al. provide results

from a user study with SPARCLE and find users struggle with design challenges with

policy authoring, especially when trying to visualize who from multiple groups is

allowed access to collected data [74]. Additionally, even when presented with privacy

policy interpretation aids, users are not able to understand or achieve desired privacy

when disclosing personal information to websites [26, 72].

People seem to understand managing disclosure when configuring privacy to a

few articles of information to the public. Joseph Dominic performed a study before

the onset of social media sites that analyzed personal web pages [31]. He found

only 25% of these pages contained family or other private information [31]. These
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were early adopters of having a social web presence and likely understood posting

a web page was intended to be seen by the public. After the explosion of online

social media sites, research findings suggest users desire to group friends and manage

privacy at the group level [65, 70]. Dimicco and Millen find privacy control challenges

when online social media users maintain self-presentation for professional and non-

professional audiences [29]. These findings suggest interacting with different social

groups challenge the ability for users to exercise control over personal information as

the number of distinct social audiences grow.

Lipford et al. suggest users understand more if information flows are more visible

and within the context of the user’s sharing behavior [58]. Previously, I collaborated

on research to test a prototype AudienceView interface designed to allow users to

view Facebook profiles from the perspective of predefined social groups [77]. Results

of this study suggest users prefer to visually see their profile data from the audience

perspective and they feel more comfortable and in control of their sharing [77]. In

Chapter 3, I present research on audience-centric designs that is an extension of this

previous work.

It is important to consider both the user’s understanding of information disclosure

and the user’s ability to configure privacy settings. Lederer et al. suggest that com-

mon privacy designs “...inhibit peoples’ abilities to both understand the privacy im-

plications of their use and to conduct socially meaningful action through them [57].”

Thus, another usability goal for privacy in online social systems is to enhance so-

cially meaningful action by providing usable mechanisms. Some research has been

established to explore various interface designs for enhancing privacy configuration
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in online social interactions. For example, Egleman et al. present a privacy setting

mechanism using Venn diagrams representing audiences for configuring Facebook pri-

vacy settings. Their findings suggests users struggle to configure privacy settings to

different social groups when people exists in multiple groups [33]. Using Venn dia-

grams improved the user’s ability to configure group-based settings, however, Venn

diagrams are a limited solution that may not enhance socially meaningful action.

Privacy settings can be more difficult to configure when default settings are overly

permissive. The purpose on online social media sites is to provide a distributed mech-

anism for people to share information with friends, family and acquaintances. People

desire to share appropriately with different social groups by controlling disclosure

within a sharing context [15]. Many online social media sites provide privacy controls

to limit unintended disclosure, however default settings are generally open and per-

missive [43, 44]. Earlier research suggests social media site users report not modifying

privacy setting defaults [43]. Gross et al. actually mined Facebook data and found

only a small percentage had changed default settings and restricted information [44].

More recent research finds users are more likely to report modifying default privacy

settings [15, 16, 52] and might suggest a change in awareness of privacy attitudes.

What seems to be consistent in various forms of online social media is users are

concerned with privacy and desire usable privacy control mechanisms [9, 25, 95].

People are using online social sites to share information with various social groups.

Many sites provide comprehensive and granular privacy control, however many of

the mechanisms are complex and hard to use. Previous research suggests design

guidelines—providing granular control and visible mechanisms improve understanding
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and reduce configuration burden. Audience-centric designs provide early evidence of

an additional increase in user understanding and comfort with online disclosure.

2.2.3 Community Feedback and Social Navigation

Community feedback is a process of using community data to provide meaningful

feedback for others. For usability, this often is using feedback to enhance or make

a user interaction process easier. Social navigation describes specifically using com-

munity decisions to provide suggestions for others when presented with a task [27].

I consider community feedback to be a more general term that better describes the

intentions of my research. Most usability research related to community feedback is

specifically focused on social navigation techniques. In this section, I present a brief

review of other community feedback examples and then present a detailed review of

social navigation in the human-computer interaction research area.

Research related to community feedback dates back to the early 1990s. Gold-

berg et al. present an electronic document management system call Tapestry [41].

Tapestry uses collaborative filtering to annotate electronic mail and other electronic

documents to help others more quickly query and retrieve related material [41]. Hill

et al. present early work that suggests using community feedback as a “social strat-

egy” for improving user choices in human-computer interaction [47]. Recommender

systems use similar techniques and are present in many electronic commerce sites

today [76]. General community feedback research exemplifies a common theme of

using the knowledge of a community to enhance decisions and decision-making for

other people. Today, there are many applied examples of community feedback. Com-
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mercial shopping sites use community feedback to provide smart recommendations of

additional items to purchase as items are added to a shopping cart. Online music sites

such as Pandora use community feedback to recommend songs and build a listening

profile.

Social navigation was termed at the International Conference on Computer-Human

Interaction (CHI) in 1999 [27]. Since, social navigation has been extensively studied in

a variety of domains [48]. Dieberger et al. originally proposed using social navigation

to help users make privacy related decisions in online systems [27]. In usable security

and privacy, various researchers have tried to explore how social navigation can help

users understand and make more appropriate decisions [28, 38, 39]. For example,

configuring a personal firewall can be a difficult task for many home users. They

may not have enough security knowledge to know how or when to block network

access. When a user is presented with a firewall configuration choice, social navigation

provides aggregated information on if other people chose to allow or block the access

request. Much of this research only shows a minimal impact in changing user behavior

and it is still unclear on how much social navigation affected user decisions. Thus, it

is difficult to understand if the theoretical benefits of social navigation actually help

users make more informed privacy and security choices.

Goecks et al. discuss some challenges in using social navigation for security and

privacy systems [38, 39]. They reflect on lessons learned from the deployment of

two social navigation systems: Acumen and Bonfire. Acumen is a browser toolbar

that helps users manage website cookies. Website cookies are useful for remembering

user preferences and providing customized web interfaces. However, cookies have
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the capability of storing personal information that can be used to monitor users’

browsing activities. As the user browses a website, Acumen controls cookie settings

by allowing or blocking cookie creation and provides visible community settings for the

website. For example, if a user visits Amazon.com, Acumen will show Amazon.com

in the toolbar with a color indicator that represents how the community has handled

Amazon.com’s cookies. If the color is green, most community users have allowed

Amazon to create and store cookies. Yellow is used to show the community is mixed

and red indicates most users have blocked cookies from that site. The user can

click on the toolbar and see more details about the community choices and then

make a decision to block or allow the cookie. Acumen provides community data

from mavens—users that are deemed expert by augmented usage—as well as the

rest of the community. Results from a limited deployment show Acumen helps users

make better decisions. However, many participants reported following the general

community decisions against the advice of the mavens. This represents an example

of herding and is a challenge when presenting community data to help with decision-

making.

Home computer security is another domain where research explores social naviga-

tion solutions [98, 97]. Bonfire is a personal firewall system that functions similarly to

many commercial personal firewalls by providing a user popup alert when a program

needs a firewall decision to be made [38]. Bonfire makes use of social tagging to help

users understand the function of the application asking for access to the Internet and

also provides community feedback in the form of the number of community members

that allowed and denied access. If a user is using Bonfire as a personal firewall and
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the iTunes service needs Internet access, Bonfire shows a dialog with a choice to allow

or deny itunes.exe access to the Internet. The user would see how others chose to

configure the firewall rule for itunes.exe and related social tags such as apple, ipod

and music. Social tagging helps mitigate negative herding effects by helping inform

the user’s mental model of the firewall’s function. Rick Wash examines user under-

standing of home security and finds security experts form different mental models of

security threats than those of home users [97]. His findings suggest using community

contributed free-text comments to help home users make firewall decisions [98]. Pre-

vious social firewall research shows promise in using community feedback to improve

user understanding of security decisions with technology. User similarly struggle to

understand information disclosure and privacy in online social sites.

Facebook users configure application permissions to access profile information when

they choose to install an application. Besmer et al. use social navigation cues to help

users configure access controls for Facebook social applications [10]. They used an

indicator bar on the interface to show how many community members had granted the

application access to a particular data item. For an even stronger cue, the whole data

item line was highlighted to further emphasize a strong majority of the community had

denied access. The results of their study show users are only significantly influenced

by very strong visual cues. Shehab et al. deployed a similar mechanism that provided

real user data with similar navigation cues but their study did not specifically examine

the effectiveness with a control group [82]. Wu and Bowles present some design

principles for using social navigation in collaborative systems by helping users manage

access control [104]. They propose three core values added by social navigation:
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discovery of new features, predicting consequence of actions and decisions based on

previous users and conveying cultural context to meet expectations of a collaborative

environment [104].

My thesis statement explores using community feedback to enhance default privacy

settings. Shehab et al. suggest PolicyMgr, a formalized approach to using machine

learning to automate default privacy policy creation. This approach suggests using

a subset of trusted friends to provide a community data source for machine learning

training [81]. Other research exists that explore canonizing default policies to provide

a user default choice in location sharing [71, 78, 93], however, these works are in

early stages and do not provide empirical results related to how defaults enhance

user configuration. Additionally, I have not found any research that comprehensively

explores using community feedback to personalize complex privacy settings for online

social media systems.

2.3 Conclusion

Privacy is a boundary regulation process that creates tension between our desire to

be private and our desire to be social. People desire to intentionally share with others

and be able to control the recipients of the information. When people share using

online social sites, technology introduces new challenges that make it more difficult

for users to understand disclosure and to adequately configure privacy controls. As

more people create and share within many social contexts, online privacy management

becomes even more complex. Online social site users desire to group friends and want

to share appropriately within these various social contexts, however, complex policies
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are difficult to configure and most users rarely modify default privacy policies.

In this dissertation, I use audience-centric design and community feedback to help

users manage complex privacy policies. Related research demonstrates users prefer vi-

sual interfaces to help configure complex policies. Audience-centric design techniques

show promise in helping users better understand disclosure in online social sites [77].

I intend to build on this research and find out how users react to configuring privacy

with audience-centric configuration mechanisms.

In Chapter 3, I present my research with using audience-centric design to help users

configure complex privacy policies. I also discuss a comparison of using an expanded

and visual configuration mechanism with a more visually compact configuration mech-

anism. I then look at a new online social media site that uses audience-centric design

techniques and present early adopter impressions of using audiences to control online

disclosure.

Community feedback is a process of using peer decisions to provide recommen-

dations on how to configure privacy settings. Related research shows community

feedback can improve user’s mental understanding of privacy and security decisions.

Although community feedback shows some promise, it also suffers from some lim-

itations and pitfalls. In Chapters 4 and 5, I present research that provides better

understanding for how community feedback can be used to reduce burden for config-

uring complex privacy settings.



CHAPTER 3: AUDIENCE-CENTRIC DESIGN

A variety of applications allow people to post and share photos and documents,

personal and contact information, relationships with people and organizations, loca-

tion and activities, and even health status. With many of these applications, users

are charged with acting as administrators for their personal information, controlling

what gets shared with whom. They must determine appropriate and desired privacy

policies for a wide variety of data and contexts.

A popular example of this situation is social network sites. Hundreds of millions of

users now use social network sites to communicate with friends and family, strengthen

social relationships, and keep in touch with old friends and acquaintances [14, 52].

To accomplish this, users post large amounts of personal data, such as photos, friend

lists, activities, relationship status and much more [44]. And users must also manage

a potentially large and complicated set of privacy settings for all this information.

A number of policy mechanisms have been proposed to protect people’s informa-

tion in this and other settings. Yet many of the existing and proposed mechanisms

rely on explicit input from the user, with little investigation into how users are able

to understand and perform policy creation tasks. Policy interfaces can be time con-

suming and difficult to use and comprehend [73, 88]. As a result, users under-utilize

privacy policies, misunderstand the privacy implications of their activities, and are

at risk for a variety of privacy or security problems [3, 88].
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End users have to make many privacy policy decisions regarding their own informa-

tion: whether photos are public or private, who has access to a music list, or which

friends can subscribe to status updates. In this regard, privacy can be thought of

as a process of boundary management [68], where people determine the boundaries

between what is private and what is public based on the social situation. Indeed,

information sharing is highly governed by the social norms of a given context [63] and

privacy problems will arise when information is shared beyond the social expectations

of the context. Managing the privacy of one’s personal information can be challeng-

ing, as users must decide a priori how to create policies that reflect the perceived

future contexts for that information. Users tend to underestimate the size of their

audience [3, 88], or misunderstand the information flows and implications of privacy

settings, resulting in information being shared out of the intended social context.

In security terms, privacy decisions can be thought of as discretionary access

control—determining who can have access to particular information and in what cir-

cumstances. Many researchers in the information security and privacy community are

examining access control mech anisms to allow users to protect their information on

social network sites and other collaborative and social applications (e.g. [21, 22, 94]).

Yet many access control mechanisms still rely on an end user to determine the poli-

cies. Thus, understanding user-policy interaction is critical to creating end-user access

control mechanisms that really work.

The related research reveals the importance of the audience in users’ perceptions

of their information sharing. In real world interactions, users present different facets

of their identity to different audiences. Online, users attempt this same identity
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management task by tailoring their information for various and broad audiences [14].

Users’ awareness of the broad audience of their information does initially influence

them during their profile creation as they explicitly decide what they were comfortable

sharing publicly. However, that awareness is reduced in day-to-day interactions with

friends. Users often did not think through the consequences of their regular activities

until reminded of the various audiences of their information, such as after unwanted

messages from strangers [88]. Thus, I propose to improve privacy management by

structuring privacy settings around the notion of the audience to help users better

conceptualize the impact of information sharing and protection, enabling them to

more accurately construct appropriate privacy policies for their information.

This chapter presents a series of three research studies to examine how audience-

centric design impacts the user. The first study compares AudienceView—a prototype

audience-centric privacy setting interface—to the current privacy setting interface

used by Facebook. In the second study, AudienceView is compared with a more

compact policy configuration interface: Expandable Grids [73]. The third study

examines early adopters of a new social networking site introduced by Google that

employs an audience-centric design for controlling information flows.

3.1 AudienceView

Much privacy related work has focused on the particular social network site of

Facebook. Facebook profiles include many disclosure categories and in order to create

a descriptive and accurate impression on viewers, users often respond honestly and

complete the majority of disclosure categories [43]. Facebook also offers extensive
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privacy controls to manage all profile information. A number of studies have examined

Facebook to demonstrate the wide-scale disclosures of personal information such as

dorm rooms and phone numbers, and the general lack of alteration of the default and

permissive privacy settings [3, 44].

Strater and Lipford interviewed 18 undergraduate students about their use of Face-

book and privacy concerns and management [88]. They learned that users do have

privacy concerns, but often struggle with privacy management and can accidentally

and unintentionally disclose personal information. Another problem is the usability

of the current privacy settings; users reported that the privacy interface was confus-

ing and time consuming [88]. Additionally, the current interface has limited visual

feedback, confusing language, and promotes a poor mental model of how the settings

affect the profile. Even after modifying settings, users can experience difficulty in

ensuring that their settings match the actual desired outcome.

Based on this formative research, Richter et al. a created simplified prototype that

visualized the outcome of privacy settings from the point of view of different audiences

on Facebook [77]. They performed a pilot evaluation, asking users to answer questions

about who could see what information based on Facebook’s privacy settings and our

prototype. The results showed that the visual feedback of the prototype improved

users’ understanding and confidence. The study also showed how Facebook users

can misunderstand settings and feel confident that information is protected when it

actually is not. Overall, this study demonstrated that visualizing privacy settings as

audience views have potential to improve usability. Yet, the prototype was simplified

with only three audiences, and did not provide any mechanisms for actually modifying
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settings. Thus, while this work introduced the concept of an audience view, it did not

explore at all the benefits and tradeoffs in actually creating and modifying privacy

policies using such an interface.

In this section, I present a more functional AudienceView prototype and a complete

user study to more fully understand the impact and potential of this audience-centric

design. This study examines both understanding and modifying privacy settings. I

also examine a more real-world scenario, where users have a larger number of audi-

ences that they need to maintain.

3.1.1 Interface and Mechanisms

This study compares the AudienceView prototype against the current Facebook in-

terface. While Facebook has similar mechanisms to other sites for modifying a privacy

policy, the site has a wider variety of disclosure categories and more privacy controls

than many other social network sites. Facebook users can control the visibility of most

profile information, determining whether to restrict information to friends or certain

communities of users. Previous versions of Facebook structured information sharing

around the notion of a network—the community, such as school, workplace, or city,

to which a user belongs. Users can also define lists of friends, such as “colleagues” or

“family”, to further customize information sharing to those groups.

For each of set of information, users can choose to share information with all friends

and networks, friends of friends, just friends, or to further customize the access by

allowing or limiting individual friends or groups of friends, see Figure 1. In this way,

users could choose to share their phone number with just close friends, share a photo
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Figure 1: Facebook’s privacy settings interface.

album with friends but restrict it from work colleagues, and share their education

and work information with everyone.

To address some of the shortcomings in Facebook and other sites, I propose to

structure the privacy policy interface as the information that a particular audience—

search, network, friend, or self—can see. Doing so will help the user associate privacy

settings with how profile information is presented to different people, instead of with

lists of privacy menus. In AudienceView, a series of tabbed panes presents specific

views of the user’s profile for different audiences, as well as controls for showing

or hiding information to that group. Thus, the interface naturally provides visual

feedback as to the effect of modifying privacy settings, along with an accurate mental

model of what information is shared with whom.

A screenshot of the prototype is shown in Figure 2. The tabs represent audience
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Figure 2: AudienceView prototype resembling Facebook’s profile information and
layout.

categories—self, friend, network, and search. The chosen audiences reflect Facebook’s

model at the time of the study, but could easily be altered to reflect the audiences of

any particular site. A combination box for each category expands downward to reveal

configured friend lists or joined networks. For each category, a representation of the

user’s profile is shown, along with lock buttons for showing or hiding information to

that audience. When an information field is locked, the field title is grayed out and

the information hidden.

Within AudienceView, it is also possible for the user to protect categories of in-

formation. Locking categories grays out the title bar of the information box and the

entire box is collapsed. This simple visual feedback gives the user a more visually

accurate representation of how the audience would see the profile data, while still

indicating the information is protected. The “Search” tab is a bit different, and in-

stead shows the compact profile information boxes as they would appear in different

group’s search results. Users can then show or hide the information on those boxes,
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or hide themselves entirely from that audience.

Currently, the prototype also provides settings for consolidated audiences: “All

My Friends” and “All My Networks.” This provides the user an easy mechanism

to configure settings for all friends or networks without having to configure each

individual friend list or network. As the user applies settings in these categories, the

setting is propagated to all individual audiences within the group. After applying

such a setting, users are still able to visit a specific friend group or network and

override any propagated setting. For example, Bob can choose to hide his address

from all friends by locking that field on the “All My Friends” audience page, but then

go to “Close Friends” and allow them to see his address.

3.1.2 Methods

This study compared the prototype AudienceView interface against the existing pri-

vacy settings interface in Facebook. Two profiles were used during this study which

were controlled and populated with a variety of profile data and settings and repli-

cated in both interfaces. During the study sessions, participants configured privacy

settings for the actual profiles on Facebook and within the prototype AudienceView

application.

I recruited students and staff at our university through word of mouth and soliciting

volunteers in several courses. I sought both experienced Facebook users, and those

with little or no familiarity with Facebook. Because I recruited both experienced and

novice users, I discussed the concepts of Facebook networks, friends, and friend lists

with all participants to ensure some understanding of Facebook audiences. For each
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interface, I also provided a short overview of the setting locations and allowed the

participants additional time to further examine the interface, if desired.

The participants performed the same 10 tasks for each interface. Both profiles and

interfaces were counterbalanced. I asked participants to not configure settings for

both task one and two, but to examine the current profile state and determine what

privacy settings were applied. I considered these warm up tasks to provide users with

additional time to become familiar with the interfaces. For the remaining eight tasks,

I asked the participants to modify the privacy settings to show or hide particular

information from audiences. For each task, I also asked users how confident they

were in their actions on a seven point Likert scale.

It should be noted that it might be faster and easier to configure settings for a

particular interface based on the design of the question. For example, if a person

is asked to configure five items of profile data for one particular audience, such as

hiding several pieces of contact information from work colleagues, this might be more

easily configured using the AudienceView interface because settings are grouped by

audience on one page. Alternatively, if a person is asked to configure one piece of

data for multiple audiences, such as sharing an email address with close friends and

family but no one else, Facebook’s setting mechanism appears faster. To examine

the effects of these interface biases, I presented tasks designed in both ways. From

the eight configuration-type tasks, I asked five users to configure the privacy of one

data item for multiple audiences. Two questions required the participant to configure

multiple items for only one audience. For the seventh task, I asked participants to

configure multiple search items for multiple audiences.
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My thesis is that audience-centric designs improve visual feedback and provide the

user with a better mental model of privacy settings and their outcomes. Therefore, I

formed several hypotheses prior to the study:

• Hypothesis 1. Users will more accurately configure privacy settings using Au-

dienceView than Facebook.

• Hypothesis 2. Users will have higher confidence in their task completion in

AudienceView than Facebook.

• Hypothesis 3. Users will configure privacy settings faster using AudienceView

than Facebook.

I also expected that experienced Facebook users would be more familiar with the

Facebook interface and already have a better mental model than the novices. Thus,

I expected that AudienceView would provide even greater improvements for novice

users than for experts. Consequently, final hypothesis for this study is:

• Hypothesis 4. Novice users will experience bigger improvements in speed, ac-

curacy, and confidence with AudienceView.

I audio and video recorded all of the participant sessions. Additionally, I utilized

usability software to record mouse events and capture the screen. I used the audio

and videos to analyze the time and accuracy of the participants completing the tasks.

3.1.3 Results

I recruited 28 participants for the study. Facebook’s site was experiencing slowness

and timeouts during the second participant’s session, so we could not gather valid
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Table 1: Comparison of Facebook and AudienceView performance.

Average Accuracy Average Reported Confidence Average Duration (Seconds)
Task Facebook AudienceView Facebook AudienceView Facebook AudienceView

Task 3 37% 41% 5.67* 6.93* 110.7* 55.7*
Task 4 93% 78% 6.15 6.74 65.7 67.7
Task 5 81% 78% 5.85* 6.70* 74.8 51.1
Task 6 78% 74% 5.37* 6.74* 111.7* 57.7*
Task 7 85% 74% 5.89 6.56 75.8 38.0
Task 8 74% 89% 6.00* 6.70* 83.0* 59.3*
Task 9 93% 93% 6.19* 6.89* 157.0* 37.8*
Task 10 85% 93% 5.93* 6.81* 131.4* 43.9*

* Statistically significant differences at the 0.01 level using the Student’s t-test

data. Due to this anomaly, we removed that participant’s data from the study.

Of the 27 remaining, 15 participants were male and 12 were female. Twenty two

participants were between the ages of 18-24, three were between 25-34, and two

were 35 or older. Eight of the participants were computer science students and the

remaining 19 were students of varying majors. Eleven participants reported having

a Facebook account for less than six months and had rarely used Facebook. These

we classified as novice users. The remaining had used Facebook for longer and most

reported frequently using Facebook and were categorized as the expert participants.

Ten novice participants and one expert participant reported not ever configuring

privacy settings and only two experts reported frequently modifying privacy settings

on their Facebook accounts.

Since tasks one and two were considered warm up tasks, I do not report any statis-

tics for either in our results. Results over all participants for the configuration tasks

three through ten are shown in Table 1 with significant differences in bold.

The average accuracy represents the average number of correct responses for each

task. Overall, the average accuracy for all tasks was 78% for the Facebook interface
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and 77% for AudienceView. We found no significant accuracy differences between the

Facebook and AudienceView interfaces. Thus, hypothesis 1 was not supported.

The average confidence is the average Likert score for each task, where 7 represents

“Very Confident.” For all tasks, users reported higher confidence in task completion

when using the AudienceView interface, with a significant difference for 6 tasks. Thus,

hypothesis 2 is supported.

The duration was calculated from the video analysis and reported in seconds. For

all but one task, users completed their tasks faster in AudienceView, with a significant

difference for 6 tasks. Comparing total durations for all tasks, users completed tasks

in a significantly shorter period of time. Thus, hypothesis 3 is supported, users can

configure settings more quickly in AudienceView than Facebook.

To further explore task completion times, Figure 3 shows a variability gauge graph

for tasks 3-10 durations. Box plots add structure to visualize the differences in du-

ration data between the Facebook and AudienceView interfaces. For a better visual

representation, a line connecting the means across the different tasks has been in-

cluded. This graph visualizes a consistency trend we noticed with the AudienceView

interface. The grouped mean line shows an improvement of almost one half for the

Facebook interface. More importantly, the connected means across task vary much

less with AudienceView’s interface. It appears that with AudienceView, respondents

were able to apply learned skills from previous tasks to help with subsequent tasks.

The Facebook interface did not exhibit this same attribute. For example, learning

how to configure privacy in AudienceView for a data item such as the mobile phone

uses the same method as applying the privacy setting for a photo album. However,
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with Facebook, these two items are on completely different pages and use different

methods to apply a setting. Additionally, Facebook offers multiple paths to reach the

privacy page for photo albums and no path was easy for respondents to locate.

Earlier, I mentioned different ways of formatting task questions that could appear

to be configured easier with a particular interface. This was determined by classifying

the tasks by identifying the number of data items to configure for the total number

of audiences. Applying settings for single data item with multiple audiences would

mechanically favor the Facebook interface, while multiple data items for a single

audience would mechanically favor AudienceView. For example, I asked respondents

for task eight to configure the profile to only show status updates to all of the owner’s

friends except the“Shady Friends” group, and to not show status updates to any

network. When starting from the privacy settings page in Facebook, the respondent

would need to execute three mouse clicks, type three letters and execute two additional

mouse clicks. In AudienceView, the respondent would need to check each audience

page to configure and then verify that status updates were viewable by all friends,

except “Shady Friends” and not viewable by any networks. This could be done with

a minimum of 13 mouse clicks using AudienceView’s interface. Even with additional

clicks needed to complete a task in AudienceView, participants were able to execute

the tasks faster. Figure 3 also highlights the large differences that occurred in task

completion time for tasks 9 and 10, which mechanically favored AudienceView.

I then examined the results for any ordering effects of interface presentation. The

only evident effect we found was with confidence levels. Participants who started

with Facebook reported significantly higher confidence for Facebook than those who
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started with AudienceView (F = 18.03, p < 0.0001).

I then examined the differences between novice and expert participants in our

study. I found no differences between novices and experts in accuracy. However, for

confidence, I did find that the mean difference in confidence between the two inter-

faces was significantly higher for novices than experts (F = 22.04, p < 0.0001). This

is because novice participants were significantly less confident with Facebook than

the experts (F = 23.05, p < 0.0001), although there was no difference in confidence

between novices and experts for AudienceView. This indicates that novices did ex-

perience a greater improvement in confidence, as they were equally confident with

AudienceView and less confident with Facebook than the participants with much

greater familiarity with Facebook. Finally, novices were slower at completing tasks

in both interfaces, but they did not experience greater improvements with Audience-

View. So, overall hypothesis 4 is not supported for accuracy and duration, but is

supported for confidence.

After close analysis of the respondent sessions, I noticed a general trend that most

respondents seemed to put forth more effort when asked to “configure” as opposed to

only “observe” settings. As a result, few respondents “gave up” on the configuration

tasks early and occasionally would spend large amounts of time to accomplish the

tasks. This varied from Richter el al.’s study [77], where, if respondents could not

quickly observe the correct answer, they would guess and report a lower confidence.

However, several participants using the Facebook interface did discover settings lo-

cations in later tasks that were needed previously, where they had either configured

the setting incorrectly or not at all. These participants then temporarily abandoned
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Figure 3: Box plots of task durations (in seconds) for each interface.

their current task and reverted back to the previous task to correct the answer. These

situations are not represented in our numerical results, as we reported accuracy and

confidence for the final answer, and calculated the overall duration of the task. None

of the respondents needed to address previous tasks with the AudienceView interface.

There were several prominent causes for longer task completion times with the

Facebook interface. Many respondents had difficulty actually finding the setting that

corresponded to a particular data item. More specifically, participants found it diffi-

cult to locate settings for applications and photo albums. While Facebook provides

multiple links to access the application privacy settings page, many respondents strug-

gled to quickly find how to access the page. Some of the more experienced Facebook

users were able to remember where the links were and did navigate more quickly to

the settings page.

In contrast, I noticed smaller duration times when users were able to quickly find the

location of a setting in the Facebook interface. For instance, participants configured
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privacy for the email address rather quickly in task four. This was likely because I

asked participants about the email address in task two. They appeared to remember

the setting’s location. However, I noticed this was not true for all tasks and data

items. For example, task three and task ten involved participants modifying settings

for two separate photo albums. Several participants who correctly completed task

three by accessing the photo album settings page struggled to find that same page

while working on task ten.

I observed another difficulty as participants hesitated while trying to determine how

to properly configure sets of friend groups. For some data items, the customized set-

ting’s pop up window has fields for “All friends except...” and “Only these friends...”

where users can include or exclude friends or friend groups. Some respondents with

a more technical background appeared to be more proficient at making this calcula-

tion quickly, but most paused noticeably to construct a mental model of the sets of

friends. AudienceView’s propagation method appeared to be easier to understand, as

users seemed to have little trouble applying a setting to all friends or networks, then

adjusting a specific audience page for exceptions.

In a post-session interview, I asked respondents to comment on which interface

they preferred and why they preferred that interface. All participants indicated a

preference for the AudienceView interface. Additional comments supported their

preferences. For example, a participant wrote:

P15:“I definitely liked the prototype interface. I felt I had more control

over my privacy settings.”
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Another participant remarked:

P14:“I think the prototype was more straightforward than Facebook’s in-

terface.”

While I attempted to recruit a variety of participants, the majority who volunteered

were college students. Thus, the results may not generalize to a wider population.

In addition, because I was comparing against an existing interface, users may have

been biased by their knowledge that AudienceView was my experimental interface,

and been more positive about the prototype. Follow up studies would be needed to

further generalize our results.

3.1.4 Discussion

To summarize these results, users configured their privacy policies faster and with

improved confidence with AudienceView. I was surprised, given how much users

seemed to struggle in Facebook, that accuracy did not improve in AudienceView.

Unlike the study by Richter el al. [77], users did not give up on completing a task,

and instead took a longer amount of time in Facebook, with several participants

even returning to previous questions. Thus, users are capable of using the existing

policy interface if they take enough time and effort. However, the more time and

effort required to create privacy policies, the less likely users will be to do so. Many

inaccurate answers for both interfaces appear to have been caused by misreading or

reading the question too quickly, so the participant would forget to configure one of the

audiences before completing the task. This happened frequently in both interfaces,

but would not likely be a factor when an individual is modifying controls for their
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own desires.

Participants’ comments after the sessions also reflected that their improved confi-

dence impacted the preference for the AudienceView interface. Thematically, partic-

ipants expressed that AudienceView provided less uncertainty and more control, as

P16 comments:

P16:“I thought the prototype was easy to use and very effective. It didn’t

have the uncertainty that the Facebook interface does.”

I believe this confidence is provided by the visual feedback that an audience-centric

view affords. To prepare the study, I frequently used multiple Facebook accounts in an

attempt to verify the outcome of applying different privacy settings. AudienceView

provides that immediate visual feedback, which improves the user’s model of how

information is viewed and hidden to their configured audiences. Simply providing a

passive audience view to check on the outcome of settings is helpful, but not sufficient.

Facebook does have a feature to allow users to view their profile from the perspective

of an added friend, and while this feature was already available during the study, none

of our participants actually used it to aid in completion of the tasks. Users might not

have noticed the location of this feature, but it is also one more step they would have

needed to perform on top of what was already a lengthy configuration process.

In comparing the novice and expert participants, it was also interesting that the

experts did not perform much better than the novices. Even with years of Facebook

experience, many participants were not that familiar with the privacy settings inter-

face. There are several explanations. Users might never have tried to modify their
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privacy settings. While this seemed to be the case early in Facebook’s history [44, 88],

later surveys have indicated that most users report modifying at least some of their

settings [52], as our experts did. However, Facebook is evolving rapidly and mak-

ing frequent modifications to the interface, reducing familiarity. Facebook’s interface

also appeared to be difficult to learn and remember. While remembering the location

of a setting did improve performance, these participants had difficulty remembering

the locations of some settings even within the same 20 minute session! The location

of a privacy checkbox or menu, even when grouped thematically, does not appear

as memorable as the very visual layout of the information on the profile page and

AudienceView. Additionally, if the layout on AudienceView is very similar to the

layout users see every day, such as while viewing other users’ profiles, their regular

activities will inform their use of the privacy policy interface. This is not the case

with Facebook’s current settings interface.

AudienceView tested the effectiveness of a common HCI tradeoff. While it might

require users to execute more mouse movement and clicks to perform certain tasks,

less cognitive effort is needed to complete the tasks. Facebook’s current interface

forces users to hunt for pages and carefully think about the implications of menu

choices and customized setting options. This represents a transfer of a Facebook cog-

nitive problem to a slightly more complex mechanical method used by AudienceView.

Designers should consider this tradeoff in proposed interface designs and evaluate even

simple cognitive costs associated with interface mechanisms.

AudienceView is not without limitations. The effectiveness of the design depends

on having a relatively small number of audiences. Even with the implemented prop-
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agation of settings, it might be overbearing for a user to click on many views just

to verify who can see what information. There is also another limitation with the

propagation/override model. By allowing overrides, the user could experience a false

sense of applying a setting to an aggregated group. For example, if a user were to

override the “Close Friends” friend group, but want to apply that same setting to “All

Friends” later, the user would need to manually undo the override. Implementing a

third state to the aggregated group lock icon with a partially configured state would

give additional visual feedback to the user indicating not all composite audiences are

configured.

Users should be able to fully participate in the benefits of sharing personal infor-

mation by having full control over sharing and protecting their personal information.

Applications need usable privacy controls to enable users to more fully reflect the

nuanced privacy we exhibit in physical social situations. We have examined and eval-

uated a novel interface for managing personal information on social network sites.

Our results indicate that the improved visual feedback in the form of information

sharing to different audiences does lead users to more quickly and confidently modify

privacy settings. These results might have two consequences. First, for users who

desire greater privacy, a more usable interface may help them increase their privacy

protection, reducing their risks and helping them feel more comfortable sharing infor-

mation. Second, for those who already have restrictive settings, the interface might

encourage them to more selectively share certain pieces of information with wider au-

diences, improving their social experience. Ideally, all users would have an increased

and accurate understanding as to what information they are sharing with whom.
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While these results are encouraging, I have only examined one audience-centric

design against one particular social network site. To generalize these results, I more

fully examine the range of privacy policy interfaces, and how well the audience view

concept will work across a range of applications. The next section describes research

that compares AudiencView with another proposed prototype interface to help users

configure complex settings.

3.2 Expanded and Compact Designs

Many access control mechanisms represent a policy as a set of rules governing the

permissions that various groups or roles are granted to various data. Some interfaces

simplify the rules into sets of checkboxes or menus, such as choosing whether certain

data items are public or private. A number of studies have demonstrated that users

struggle to understand and properly manage privacy and security policies [20, 86] and

need simpler mechanisms and more usable interfaces.

In this section, I seek to compare two of these representations: Expandable Grids

and AudienceView. For this comparison, I chose the domain of privacy policies on

social network sites, particularly Facebook. These access control policies are available

to hundreds of millions of users who maintain profiles filled with personal information.

3.2.1 Expandable Grids

The Expandable Grids interface, shown in Figure 4, was created by Reeder et

al. as a general method for representing and modifying access control policies [73].

Expandable Grids show precisely what a policy allows or does not allow in a matrix

with hierarchical axes that can be expanded or contracted to show more or less
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policy detail. For this study, the set of principals, shown along the top axis, were

the groups of people that Facebook allows for privacy policies: “All My Friends,”

“Friends of Friends,” and “All My Networks” categories. Friends had subgroups of

“Best Friends,” “Family,” and “Shady Friends” while specific networks represented

the institution and city.

The set of resources is shown along the left. These are the categories and individual

information fields provided in Facebook, such as “Basic Information” which includes

fields such as “Birthday” and “Hometown.” In this domain, permissions are simple

access—allow or deny. Thus, a red box indicates that access is denied, a green allowed,

and yellow that the category has a mixture of allow and deny permissions. The user

clicks on the box to set the permission for the particular information and user group.

When setting a permission on a category of resources or principals, the rule is then

applied to all of the individual pieces of information or people in that group.

3.2.2 AudienceView

AudienceView was implemented as described in Section 3.1. Expandable grids

uses three colors to visualize the access control states: red, yellow and green. For this

study, we slightly modified AudienceView to include a yellow lock icon to indicate a

mixed privacy settings. The updated prototype interface is displayed in Figure 5.

3.2.3 A Comparison

Both interfaces have previously been positively evaluated against existing policy

interfaces in different domains and employ an audience-centric design. The grid visu-

alization of Expandable Grids is more general, able to represent any kind of resource
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Figure 4: The Expandable Grids interface.

and principal, with multiple levels of hierarchy, for a range of permissions. The grid

can provide an overview of all settings at once, with the ability to drill down to more

specific ones. In comparison, AudienceView is more limited because it is strongly tied

to the visual representation of a set of information, making the interface more diffi-

cult to reuse across domains. The metaphor may also be more difficult to convey for

permissions beyond simple access control. The representation inherently limits the

number of potential audience groups, as too many would be difficult to display and

interact with. These differences would obviously influence in which domains either

interface could be used.

From a user’s point of view, Expandable Grids is more compact, which may make it

easier and faster to find and modify settings. AudienceView’s settings, on the other

hand, are spread across many pages. Yet, the interface provides a more concrete
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Figure 5: The AudienceView interface.

context by showing the specific information that is being shared, which may help

users better understand the implications of a policy. Thus, the purpose of this work

is to determine how these differences impact users’ performance and preferences in

understanding and modifying an access control policy.

3.2.4 Methods

I designed a within-subjects study to compare the tradeoffs between the Audience-

View and Expandable Grids policy representations. Another investigator and myself

recruited participants by handing out flyers on campus and through word of mouth

on Facebook. We first gathered basic demographic information. We briefly explained

the functionality of one interface and gave participants unlimited time to play with

an unconfigured interface. Next, the participant opened a preconfigured interface,

and we instructed the users to complete a set of tasks as described below. Partic-

ipants were given a set of Likert-scale usability questions about the interface. The
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same process was then repeated for the second counterbalanced interface. Finally,

participants were given an interview about which interface they preferred and why,

and what they liked and disliked about each prototype.

Users completed 17 individual tasks for each interface. After each, the participants

rated their confidence in their actions or responses on a scale of 1 (very unconfident)

to 7 (very confident).

The first four tasks asked users to read and understand the existing policy. For ex-

ample, “Which of the following friend groups can see your relationship status?” These

tasks further introduced the user to the interface and gauged their understanding of

existing settings.

The second four tasks were simple configurations of a single item or category and

a single audience, such as “Deny your family from viewing your photo albums.” The

next four tasks were more complex configurations involving multiple items for a single

audience. For example, “Allow your best friends to view your email, mobile phone

number, and work information.” The next four tasks involved a single item configured

for multiple audiences.

The final task asked participants to pretend the displayed profile was their own

and to take as much time as needed to configure all of the privacy settings as they

deemed appropriate. For this task only, we asked them to think aloud.

We attempted to balance the audiences and information fields to be configured

across the tasks. None of the tasks depended on previous tasks for successful com-

pletion. Again, we used usability software to record screen video, and a custom

application to log timing and confidence.
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3.2.5 Results

We recruited 23 participants. 16 were ages 18− 24, four 25− 34, one 35− 44, and

two over 55, 12 males and 11 females. The background of the participants widely var-

ied. We classified 8 participants as novice users, with less than 6 months of Facebook

experience (and 1 had never used Facebook). Ten participants reported frequently

modifying their privacy settings on Facebook, while 3 reported never modifying. Un-

fortunately, the video for 2 participants was corrupted and we were only able to

analyze and report the confidence and timing data for those 2 participants.

There were no differences between the accuracy rates for the two interfaces. For

AudienceView, over all participants (n = 21) only 13 tasks (4%) were performed

incorrectly. Eleven errors were caused as participants could not find particular data

items, mostly during the first 4 tasks. In Expandable Grids, there were 18(5.7%)

incorrect responses. Twelve of which were while modifying privacy settings and 4

were performed by a single user.

While the difference in errors is not significant, the errors committed reveal tradeoffs

between the two interfaces. In AudienceView, users initially appeared to have a harder

time finding particular pieces of information. This was easier in Expandable Grids.

However, participants did occasionally mis-click on the wrong box in the grid. This

could either be a motor error, or an error in reading the proper row or column. In

Expandable Grids, mis-clicks could be more difficult to recover from. For example,

if a user allowed or denied a category of information or group of users, that rule

propagated down to all sub-fields or sub-groups. If that action was not intended,
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the user must then re-do all the rules for the sub-fields to recover. This did occur

several times, and for one participant we even reloaded the pre-configured settings to

recover. An undo function, however, would solve this problem. AudienceView was

not as prone to this issue, although users could still mistakenly navigate to the wrong

audience page or forget which audience page they were configuring.

For all tasks, confidence was reported as 6.48 (out of 7) for AudienceView, and

6.51 for Expandable Grids. Using Wilcoxon signed rank tests, We found no evidence

of a difference between the two interfaces. Overall, participants were highly confident

interacting with both interfaces. This makes sense given the high rate of accuracy.

We performed four two-way repeated measures (2 X 4) ANOVAs with each grouping

of similar tasks and interface as the two within-subjects factors. For each of these

tests, we performed a Tukey HSD post hoc analysis and focused only on the measures

between interfaces for the same task.

For the first set of tasks (tasks 1-4), the ANOVA (F (3, 20) = 22.358, p < .001) and

subsequent post hoc Tukey HSD test revealed a significant timing difference (p < .05)

between interfaces for task 1. In task 1, AudienceView was slower than Expandable

Grids (XG = 51.61s, AV = 94.70s). We believe this is because participants appeared

to need time to explore the interface at first and find particular data items. How-

ever, they sped up over time. Our analysis for tasks 5-8 and tasks 9-12 revealed no

differences between interfaces.

For tasks 13-16 (F (3, 20) = 8.502, p = .001), Expandable Grids was significantly

faster for tasks 15 (XG = 46.35s, AV = 86.83s) and 16 (XG = 36.13s, AV = 60.57s),

which involved configuring an item for 4 or 5 different audiences. What was surprising
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is that there were no differences for tasks 13 and 14, which involved fewer audiences.

Thus, Expandable Grids was faster as expected for configuring multiple audiences,

but only for more than 3.

Fifteen participants reported preferring AudienceView, while six preferred Expand-

able Grids. There were no differences in the responses to the 7 usability questions

between the interfaces in general. However, not surprisingly, users rated the interface

that they preferred higher on each of the usability questions.

Participants liked the visual feedback in AudienceView and felt that the interface

provided a more accurate depiction of their information.

P12:“I liked the visual aspect. It made it easier to know what you are

configuring without having to go back and look.”

However, they did not like having to visit so many pages to manipulate all of the

privacy settings:

P13:“It was time consuming going back to check for each group.”

With Expandable Grids, users liked being able to see the entire policy at once:

P13:“It was all on one screen...”

and

P20:“...easier to see the bigger picture.”

We did notice two potentially interesting findings that may warrant further inves-

tigation. The 3 users over the age of 35 all preferred Expandable Grids. Additionally,
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7 out of 8 users who reported frequently modifying privacy settings on Facebook

preferred AudienceView.

Finally, we compared the behavior and resulting settings for the final task where

participants were asked to create an entire policy as though it were their own profile.

Once again we found few differences. Users generally took between 4 and 5 minutes

to modify all of the settings. As users got tired of the task, they frequently modified

only categories of settings, such as “All My Networks” and made fewer adjustments

to the more detailed friend groups or data fields, to speed up completion of the task.

With Expandable Grids, several users took the strategy of first setting the entire

policy to either deny or allow (which can be set using one box), and then adjusted

the policy from there. This did not appear to result in any efficiencies however. This

capability was not available on AudienceView.

We wondered whether the added context shown in AudienceView would change the

privacy policy that was configured. While we did not find quantitative differences,

one participant did comment on the benefits of the context:

P1:“Some of that stuff on [Facebook], you know, people can steal that. And

when I was doing it on [Expandable Grids], I would have probably given

some of that information out So when I looked at that on [Audience View],

then I realized the importance of it, ’cause I could visually see what I was

doing.”

Other participants also indicated that AudienceView did improve their confidence

in the resulting policy configuration. As another participant stated, with Audience-
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View

P13:“I was completely confident in what I was configuring. It was right

there in front of me.”

Whereas P9 indicated that Expandable Grids,

P9:“... made me nervous to click on the beginning of a row. It made me

question, did I do it right?”

3.2.6 Discussion

Overall, both interfaces were highly usable. Considering the very different repre-

sentations presented in the two interfaces, I was very surprised by the general lack of

performance differences. In particular, I expected that Expandable Grids would be

faster for more tasks, and that the added context in AudienceView may lead to higher

confidence. Yet these differences did not materialize. However, users did have clear,

and different, preferences. The participants in the study acknowledged the same ad-

vantages and disadvantages we had identified with each interface. Namely, they liked

the visual feedback of AudienceView, but not all the page visits. They also liked the

compact overview available with Expandable Grids with all settings in one location,

even though it lacked the visual feedback.

These results indicate that either interface would be a usable option for similar

privacy policies, such as other social network and personal information sharing sites.

However, different representations may appeal to different users. Many participants

suggested combining these two interfaces to provide the best of both worlds. For
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example, one participant commented that he would use Expandable Grids to first

modify all his settings, and then use AudienceView to view and tweak them. Thus,

users may benefit from a combination of both representations, to provide both a clear

and concise overview of a policy, while still allowing for detailed visual feedback.

More generally, these results indicate that users do value both a contextual repre-

sentation and a compact representation for privacy policies. Audience-centric designs

enhance user understanding and provide better mechanisms for configuring privacy

policies. However, results provided thus far are limited by the confinements of a lab

experiment. The two previous studies help understand how users react to configura-

tion tasks, but it is still unknown whether users will expend additional effort to man-

age online privacy—even with better audience-centric mechanisms. Next, I present a

study on a newly introduced social networking site by Google Inc.: Google+.

3.3 User Perspectives on Audience-Centric Design

Recently, Google released a new social network site that introduces the concept

of circles to enable users to easily group and classify online social network friends.

Google+ circles can then be used to both filter incoming stream messages and selec-

tively post messages to appear on friends’ streams. While Facebook friend lists can

provide this same functionality, the Google+ circles mechanism is more visible on the

interface and is integrated in the initial setup of the user account. This paper presents

an exploration into how early adopters of Google+ understand and react to circles—

an audience-centric design mechanism. I sought to examine the effect produced by

an audience-centric design for grouping friends. We also wanted to determine if the
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introduction of circles as a predominant feature influenced sharing behavior and the

management of information flows.

Past research focuses on how users struggle to manage their relationship context

in online social networks, particularly when they have multiple groups of friends with

differing expectations [95]. Social context becomes a problem once a social network

has hit a critical mass and users have one public image within multiple social contexts

[13]. Decisions about sharing are impacted by a variety of factors and should be

dependent on the context of the relationship.

Indeed, users express a desire to group or categorize the intended recipients of

their shared information [65]. Previous research has examined using audience-centric

mechanisms to control information within online social networks [33, 77]. In industry,

Facebook and Orkut provide mechanisms for users to view profile information from the

perspective of others. Additionally, Facebook has provided functionality of grouping

friends into lists (2007) and even controlling information flow to those lists (2009).

Although these capabilities have been available for some time, there is little evidence

that users have adopted them. For example, Facebook users have reported that they

were unaware that the functionality existed or found it too difficult to use [54]. To

cope with the lack of ability to share based on relationship context, social network

site users tend to self-censor based on “everyone” in their network seeing anything

shared, resulting in less intimate levels of disclosure [54].

Google+ was released on June 28, 2011 by invitation only, and was released publicly

in late September 2011. The primary differentiator of Google+ is circles, making this

site the first with such a highly visible and integrated group-based sharing mechanism.
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This level of integration of social context with the primary sharing task gives Google+

adopters a unique perspective on how they adapt to audience-centric sharing. Face-

book has since responded by making friend groups more visible and supporting the

automatic generation of friend lists based on attributes like location. Thus, studying

early adopters of Google+ can provide a unique and valuable perspective on user

behaviors and perceptions of audience-centric sharing that is timely and relevant to

social network site research and development.

3.3.1 Methods

In order to understand early adopters of Google+, I designed a semi-structured

interview with participants who had joined the social network site. Another investi-

gator and myself conducted interviews during August and September 2011. We re-

cruited participants using snowball sampling, starting with the investigators’ friends

of friends. We set two qualifying requirements: the participant was an early adopter

of Google+ (had joined shortly after the limited release) and the investigator did

not know the participant. Additionally, We required that participants be at least

18 years of age and have access to a phone, Google+ Hangout, or other video/voice

communication software.

Most interviews were able to be performed using Google+ Hangouts. After the

connection with the participant was made, she was directed to a webpage containing

our informed consent document. The investigator quickly gave an overview of ex-

pected participation and explained that the audio, not video, would be recorded to

later analyze participant data. Once the participant accepted the terms of the study,
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the investigator began audio recording and started the interview by asking demo-

graphic questions such as occupation, age, gender, state, and social networking site

usage. The investigator then asked participants to self report their level of technical

skill on a scale from 1-10 with 10 being the most technical.

We asked a variety of questions regarding reasons for use, managing information

flow, audience understanding and comparison between social network sites. For most

questions, we gathered perspectives on how the participants use both Facebook and

Google+ in an attempt to understand how the introduction of circles impacted social

network behavior. These questions served as a starting point for discussion and as

the participants answered, we probed any interesting or ambiguous responses.

Once the interviewing phase was completed, we transcribed the recorded sessions

and coded them using Atlas.ti. Two researchers performed open coding on the tran-

scribed data and resolved any coding differences. We developed concepts based on

the agreed coding to examine common responses and understand behavior. After we

formed the categories, we had 84.1% inter-coder reliability.

3.3.2 Results

We recruited 15 participants from throughout the United States. Participants ages

ranged from 22− 50 with mean = 31.73 and median = 28. Participants came from a

wide variety of a backgrounds, however, half (n = 7) reported themselves as working

in a technology-related profession such as computer repair. Participants reported a

high level of technical skill ranging from 5-10 with mean = 8.33 and a median = 9.

The high level of reported technical skill could be a result of the snowball sampling
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method, but we believe it is also likely related to a higher number of technically skilled

early adopters of Google+.

Most participants (n = 14) seemed to embrace the idea of Google+ circles. Only

one participant expressed a strong dislike towards circles calling them “annoying.”

However, most participants talked about liking how circles could control streaming

and posting information flows. Additionally, all participants were able to understand

the concept of circles and how to categorize their friends.

Participants expressed a variety of reasons for liking Google+ and circles. The

most pronounced reason was Google+’s clean interface (n = 10). Other reasons were:

integration with other google apps (n = 5), increased information control (n = 5),

having asynchronous relationships (n = 2) and the faster page load (n = 2). We asked

the participants to express dislikes about Google+ circles and the only dislike that

was common between multiple participants was the lack of a private communication

mechanism (n = 2).

Participants in our study had varying numbers of circles from 2−12 with a mean =

6.7 and median = 6. Participants’ circles varied widely, with some containing a single

person labeled boyfriend to a participant who put everyone in either friends or family.

We found many variations between these two extremes including a participant who

separated church friends from church leadership, trying control information flows from

smaller groups within their larger social categories.

Most of our participants (n = 9) talked about using G+ circles to deliberately post

to different groups of friends. For example,
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P14:“I have a lot of SEO friends at work and I find an interesting SEO

vulnerability I want to share with them. I would never post it on Facebook

because 90% of my friends would be like, what is SEO? I don’t care, why

are you telling me this? So Google+, I’m a lot more likely to share more

information with a limited group based on their expectations of me.”

These participants are using Google+ circles to selectively control information by

making sure they are posting to an appropriate audience. This represents a desire

to control information for the purpose of posting appropriate (but not necessarily

private) messages. We additionally noted participants (n = 5) commenting on using

circles to control information for privacy purposes, such as one participant (P12) who

mentioned not posting to everyone a message that she was leaving town because of

fear that too many people might know her house would be empty.

Despite such a large number of participants who embraced the idea of circles and

liked them, We found many (n = 7) participants have only rarely used them to

selectively post content. Over half (n = 9) of the participants mentioned the concept

of posting to only some of their circles, but not all of these participants had actually

done so yet. We found varying reasons for this and have extracted several themes to

describe this behavior below.

3.3.2.1 Facebook Mentality

Out of the 15 participants, not one used friend lists on Facebook to restrict a post

to a group of friends. Despite being highly technical, very few (n = 3) configured

friend lists. Two used them for incoming stream control, profile, or chat availability
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control and one found them excessively difficult to use. This lack of using Facebook

friend lists combined with additional reasons—such as worrying about future em-

ployers discovering information, family disagreeing with the content, and concern of

offending friends—led many users to adopt a cautious posting strategy on Facebook.

In essence, participants adjusted their posting strategy to try and mitigate any po-

tential problems by not posting problematic or very private content at all. Some

participants (n = 6) continued to use this strategy on Google+ by simply posting

to all their circles. P4 responded to a question about the process she used to post

messages:

P4:“So, um it looks like I just shared it with everybody. Because I think

it’s going be the same thing. I think it’s going to be the same thing with

Facebook. It’s like, I don’t feel comfortable posting things that I’m not

comfortable with everybody seeing.”

Therefore, being able to selectively choose a group of friends did not impact the

decision to post, but rather only the comfort level with the post content being shared

with everyone. Perhaps as users become more familiar with Google+, or use Facebook

less, this mentality may change.

3.3.2.2 Lack of users

Some participants reported posting to all their circles simply because there are not

enough people on Google+ to define distinct audiences.

P2:“So, if I post on google+, it’s for everybody and right now because a
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lot of the people that are on google+ are my technical friends from my

electrical engineering program or computer science.”

The investigator asked these users how the management of their circles would

change as Google+ scales up. Many of them indicated that as it grew they would

begin adding more circles. Thus, if Google+ continues to grow, the gap between the

perception of how to use circles and actually using circles for this category of users

may decrease.

3.3.2.3 Effort

Google+ circles enable users to manage the flow of information by selecting groups

of friends. Google+ seems to have significantly reduced the effort required to con-

figure and use circles in comparison to Facebook’s friend lists. Recently (September

2011), Facebook moved friend lists to a more prominent place at the left of the news-

feed interface, perhaps attempting to make this feature more usable. This data was

gathered before Facebook’s interface change and it may now be easier to use and/or

configure Facebook friend lists.

Even though Google+’s interface reduced effort, we still encountered participants

(n = 2) who reported that the amount of effort to use circles was still too large. For

example:

P3:“I used to try and manage it, but it was a lot to think about, like

because I felt like I was missing some... Do I post to friends? Do I post to

family? But what if friends are in family category too? It just kind of got

confusing so I just started posting to everyone under friends right now.”
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This participant estimated that she previously created 10 distinct circles to cate-

gorize her friends. After she decided it was too much effort to manage, she went back

and moved all of her friends to a single circle and deleted the remaining circles. This

behavior presents some interesting questions regarding the amount of mental effort

required for managing information flows to groups of friends and if this effort might

be excessive. In other words, even under the most favorable usability conditions,

would some people consider it too much additional effort to selectively manage friend

groups and choose which groups to post to? If so, friend grouping features like circles

will only ever have limited impact on privacy and sharing behavior in social network

sites.

3.3.2.4 Potential Privacy Shortcomings

Google+ offers a clean interface for presenting circles that seem easy to use and

understand. This could explain why the participants reported liking circles as a way

of managing information flow. We observed this high level of satisfaction as well

as a sense of trust that some participants (n = 3) explicitly expressed in Google to

protect them and their data. However, this trust and satisfaction can easily be lost

because of breaches in privacy from unanticipated sharing. We have identified two

areas where such breaches may be likely to occur: resharing and commenting. If users

do trust circles to selectively share more private information, those breaches may be

more serious than similar breaches on other social network sites where users expect

more public sharing.

Resharing is a popular and useful feature of many online social network sites. How-
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ever, the ability to reshare posts presents two potential privacy issues. The first is the

non-repudiation that occurs when a friend decides to reshare information. When the

post is reshared, Google+ confirms its authenticity and identifies the original posting

user alongside the content. The second is distribution potential. It is relatively easy

to reshare content with a much larger audience than the original poster intended. For

example, with Google+, resharing to large audience can be accomplished by simply

choosing Your Circles and Extended Circles (all of your friends’ circles). This could

be more problematic for users who have repurposed streams to circumnavigate the

lack of private messaging.

The potential extent of this privacy breach is unknown because of the social con-

straints which may prevent many problems. For example, Google+ currently provides

a warning dialog when resharing a post originally intended for a limited audience. The

dialog advises the user that the post was originally limited and that the user should

be thoughtful about who it is reshared with. Privacy mechanisms that rely on social

constraints are beginning to be studied and early findings are positive, but also sug-

gest that they can fail when there is little perceived reason to protect the content or

there is a weak social connection between people [9]. Google+ has a post lock feature

that provides additional and adequate control for these cases. However, this feature

appears as a menu item after submitting a post and might not be discovered and used

unless the feature can be made more visually prominent. Even so, this would require

additional user effort to configure when posting anything that is intend to be private

or limited.

The second area subject to potential privacy breaches is comments. With Google+,
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sharing is tightly integrated around circles. Therefore, we asked the participants ques-

tions about their understanding regarding information flows and comments. Less than

half (n = 6) of participants were able to correctly describe who could see comments

to their own posts or comments they added to others’ streams. We considered the

correct response to be the original post privacy settings. However, a more accurate

correct response would include some knowledge of the potential that others may be

added via the +Name functionality, a feature that appears throughout many Google

products. None of the participants in this study acknowledged the possibility of ex-

panding access to a post by friends who have added additional people in comments.

Most participants (n = 13) mentioned cautiously posting and self censoring on

online social networks. This strategy works well in situations where the recipient

audience is large and consists of many groups of friends. However, we speculate

that as people continue to embrace circles and start to take advantage of managing

information using groups, users might develop a false sense of security and potentially

fall victim to unintended additional comment sharing.

3.3.3 Discussion

This study offers insight into the behavior of Google+ early adopters and their

use of audience-centric designs. We found participants had strong positive attitudes

towards using circles and understood the intended purpose of them. Yet, despite user

understanding, I still saw a disconnect in users’ stated desires and behavior. Despite

Google+ lowering the level of effort required to interact in contextually appropriate

ways, many continued using strategies for privacy management they had formed by
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using Facebook and simply posting to all circles. In addition, some participants found

that circle use increased the mental demand required for social network interaction.

Similar to previous studies, the increased effort lead some of our participants to bypass

the privacy mechanisms. In the case of this study, this meant collapsing friends into a

single circle. Thus, early adopters are not yet taking full advantage of the capabilities

provided by circles for greater control over information flow.

Additionally, while users understood circles, there was still a general lack of un-

derstanding and concern about how information may spread beyond the intended

audience through commenting and resharing. This may, in turn, lead to privacy

breaches which reduce trust in the site and the positive impact of circles.

Google+ offers an interesting case study in providing users with a strongly desired

feature—namely the ability to control how information is shared with different groups

of friends. And indeed, our early adopters almost universally appreciated and liked

this feature. This exploratory study shows users welcome audience-centric design to

help control social information. It remains unclear if additional burdens associated

with audience-centric design are too much effort. For example, the grouping of audi-

ences is additional effort; will users accept these additional burdens to benefit from

audience-centric design? The next chapter focuses on further reducing this configu-

ration burden by using community feedback to modify unchanged privacy settings.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I present three user studies that examine audience-centric designs.

First, I test the AudienceView prototype application to see if Facebook users configure
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privacy settings faster and with more confidence than with the Facebook mechanism.

AudienceView demonstrates better performance over the traditional combo-box in-

terface, but does not significantly lessen user burden. Users did feel more confident

about their settings with AudienceView, however, the time needed to configure pri-

vacy settings was still excessive.

Next, I presented a study that compares two different audience-centric designs: the

visually expanded AudienceView and the more compact Expandable Grids. Results

from the study highlight a common design trade-off—visual versus compact—and

suggest both designs are effective at improving access control understanding. User

preference was split between the two designs suggesting people prefer one type, but

the preference is subjective. This study suggests audience-centric designs can be

visually compact and expanded, yet both improve understanding.

Google+ recently introduced an online social site with circles—an audience-centric

design. I presented a study that examined user reaction to a deployed audience-centric

mechanism. Results indicated users still struggle to manage privacy with audience-

centric designs. Thus, audience-centric designs seem to improve understanding and

comfort, but only marginally reduce configuration burden. Community feedback may

be used with audience-centric design to create better default settings and reduce con-

figuration burden with automated changes. However, it is important to understand

how users will react to automated changes in privacy settings. In Chapter 4, I examine

user reactions to privacy setting changes from community feedback.



CHAPTER 4: USER REACTIONS TO AUTOMATED PRIVACY CHANGES

As more people use online social sites, users experience sharing with an increased

number of distinct social groups. Forming audience groups and managing access con-

trol to these groups requires additional and significant configuration burden. As the

amount of information and sharing features increase, managing many privacy set-

tings becomes even more difficult. Yet, people still want to socialize over the Internet

and share information to appropriate audiences. In this chapter, I begin to explore

using other people’s decisions from a community of information as feedback to help

configure privacy. These automated changes may better reflect user privacy attitudes

and require fewer configuration changes from the user. Although these changes might

reduce user configuration burden, it is important to explore how users will react

to automated changes in privacy settings. This chapter qualitatively explores user

reactions to automated privacy changes.

Community feedback can be used in several ways to reduce burden for configuring

complex privacy settings. Initial privacy default settings can use community infor-

mation to customize a privacy policy to user preference. Another method of using

community feedback is to evaluate community settings over time and respond to

recommended changes from community data. This chapter investigates how users

react to a change in their privacy settings after the creation of a default policy. To

gather this reaction, the details of the automated system are abstract and the user is
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informed of a privacy setting change recommended by other people.

Any automated change reduces configuration burden, but likely generates negative

user reactions—especially if the change contradicts the user’s preference. Privacy

settings on online social networks represent a user’s configured policy to control access

to personal information. If privacy setting configuration is completely automated,

any change that does not match the user’s privacy attitude can be problematic.

Automated changes that restrict information contrary to preference reduces social

interaction and social connections leading to detrimental effects to healthy online

social networks. People use online social networks to share information and restrictive

changes that limit social interaction may frustrate users as they seek to primarily

use a social networking site to share information with large social networks. More

permissive changes can also produce negative user reactions. If personal information

is exposed to a larger audience, the user might experience some negative consequences.

Such cases of unintended disclosure can result in possible loss of employment, strained

relationships and embarrassment. Thus, it is important to explore how users react to

automated changes to privacy settings in these varying situations.

Automated changes based on community feedback use other people’s decisions to

guess a privacy setting that better fits another user’s privacy preference. It may be

difficult for people to understand automated changes and how a system can determine

preferences from community information. Thus, methods for conveying information

about automated changes can help provide additional information on user reaction

and how people perceive automated changes. Social norms can be used to influence

reaction to social changes [42, 75] and may also impact user reactions to automated
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changes in privacy settings. Descriptive social norms are formed from how most people

would behave in a social situation. Injunctive social norms represent how other people

approve or disapprove of behavior within a specific culture or community. To explore

the impact of social norms, I include descriptive and injunctive social norm language

to better understand how this might impact the user’s perception of such changes.

In this chapter, I present an exploratory qualitative study to examine how users will

react to automated changes in privacy policies. If users accept automated changes in

privacy policies, privacy settings can be configured without user interaction. However,

notification and/or consent may be necessary for users to accept any change in privacy

settings. Notifications can be provided either before or after the change giving users

the option to undo automated changes. This study captures how users react to a

change with a notification after the change occurred with no option to undo the

change. This study also provides results on what conditions are necessary for users

to accept automated changes in privacy settings. The exploration of this concept

will inform the community feedback process for reducing user burden to configure

complex privacy settings.

4.1 Methods

User reaction to changes in privacy settings is challenging to study, especially in

a lab environment. When study participants are aware of the privacy aspect of a

study, they tend to react differently to privacy tasks [17]. To reduce such bias, simple

deception of the true nature of the study can distract the participant and gain a more

realistic reaction to privacy questions and tasks. This study used deception to gather
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reaction to a spurious message about an automated privacy setting change made by

Facebook. The purpose of this deception was to observe a genuine user reaction

to a change in privacy settings void of any informed consent. This study followed

an approved Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocol from the Office of Research

Compliance at UNC Charlotte.

This study used an exploratory qualitative design that gathered participants’ reac-

tion to an apparent Facebook message informing the user that their privacy settings

had been automatically changed. Each session used standard recording utilities to

record the laboratory computer screen and simultaneously record audio and video of

the participant’s face using a web camera attached to the computer. I used javascript

code injection to generate the spurious privacy setting change message. The study in-

cluded a preliminary demographic questionnaire and a post task/deception debriefing

semi-structured interview about the reaction to the message and other privacy-related

topics. These materials are available in Appendix A.

I recruited participants using convenience sampling methods. In an effort to reduce

sample bias, I posted recruitment flyers in multiple locations including local libraries

in the Charlotte area and on the campuses of the University of North Carolina at

Charlotte and Winthrop University in Rock Hill, South Carolina. I also distributed

the recruitment flyers in the downtown area of Charlotte, North Carolina at the

common lunchtime hour to coordinate future appointment times.

To qualitatively study the effect of social norms on automated changes in privacy

settings, I used a control with two different treatment conditions. The conditional

messages were:
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• Control - Facebook has changed some of your privacy settings.

• Descriptive Norm - Facebook has changed your privacy settings to match other

people who are similar to you.

• Injunctive Norm - Facebook has changed your privacy settings because other

people like you have determined that your privacy settings were not appropriate.

Chrome is a widely used Internet browser developed by Google. Google Chrome

is extensible and allows arbitrary code to be included as an extension on the local

computer and injected into any webpage. For this study, I developed different Chrome

extensions for the control and treatment conditions and used javascript to inject the

message when the participant clicked on the icon to remove an application from their

Facebook profile. Before each study session, I prepared the laboratory computer with

the Chrome extensions and rotated activation to the extension for the next treatment.

At the beginning of the study session, I presented the participant with an informed

consent document that described the deceptive purpose of the study—to gather user

perceptions on features that make a good social music application. I told each partic-

ipant they would have the opportunity to use several different Facebook social music

applications and then I would ask them questions about each application and its fea-

tures. After the particpant consented, I instructed them to answer the demographics

questionaire and I navigated to Facebook.com on the study computer. The partici-

pant then logged in to Facebook with their Facebook username and password. After

a successful login, I took control of the computer and started the screen recording

and the web camera for audio and video recording of the participant. The participant
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then followed my instructions for the deception task.

For the deception task, I wanted to maintain as neutral emotional effect as possible.

Social games might potentially seed positive or negative emotions, so I chose to use a

social music application to reduce the possibility of introducing any emotions before

observing the privacy setting change message. It is possible that a social music

application could generate an emotional effect, however, this seemed the most likely

type of application to reduce extreme emotional responses. During pilot tests, I asked

the study participants about the emotional effect of the music application and they

all reported little to no emotional reaction to the social music application. Thus, I

decided to use a common Facebook music application called SoundCloud 1 for the

deceptive task.

Immediately following the login to Facebook, I instructed participants to navigate

to the Facebook application page and install SoundCloud to their Facebook profiles.

After the application install, each participant spent between five to seven minutes

exploring sound bits that other users had uploaded to the SoundCloud website. The

social aspects of the application allowed users to browse recommendations based on

the music preferences of their Facebook friends. I instructed the participants to browse

through the recommendations and talk out loud about any music choices they seemed

to like from the available recommendations. After browsing the music application, I

told them that I needed to remove the SoundCloud application as part of the study

regulations.

1SoundCloud - Hear the world’s sounds (accessed January 29, 2014); available from
https://soundcloud.com/
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Figure 6: Injected automated privacy change message for the injunctive norm treat-
ment condition.

To make the injection message sufficiently salient to the participant, I took control

of the laboratory computer and navigated to the Facebook application removal screen.

I removed the SoundCloud application from the participant’s Facebook profile which

triggered the injection code and produced the study message on the page. I pretended

to first notice the message and told the participant that I had never seen such a

message and that it looked important. Next, I explained that this was a good time

for me to go and retrieve the gift card for participation and the participant could

spend time to interact with the privacy setting message. I left the room for about

five minutes to allow the participant time to view and interact with the message. A

screenshot of the injected message is displayed in Figure 6.

During the time alone, the participant could click on a “Learn More” button that

was part of the injection code. This button included more details about what privacy

settings Facebook had modified. This message was the same for each condition and

is shown in Figure 7. I chose only three privacy setting changes attempting to expose

a wide range of potential reactions with as few profile items as possible to avoid
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Figure 7: Automated privacy change “Learn More” dialog box and message.

making the message length excessive and discouraging the participant from reading

the message. The three privacy setting changes were:

• Languages to Friends - Intended to be a benign change of a non-sensitive profile

item.

• Posts to Timeline to Friends - Intended to restrict social activity that many

might consider important to be widely available.

• Photos to Everyone - Intended to expose a potentially sensitive profile item to

a large audience.

Upon return to the study room, I informed the participant of the deception. I

explained that Facebook had not made any privacy changes and that I generated the

message to see how they would react to automated changes in their Facebook privacy

settings. Each participant was given the option to withdraw from the study and

receive the full compensation or continue to answer privacy questions related to the

injected message. If the participant agreed to continue, I administered the privacy
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debriefing semi-structured interview. The interview included general questions about

Facebook usage and attitudes. I also asked participants to describe their reaction

to the privacy change message. In addition to the reaction to this privacy change, I

asked how they would react in two hypothetical privacy setting change scenarios:

• How would you react to an automatic change to your privacy settings if the

change matched your preference?

• How would you react to an automatic change to your privacy settings if the

change did not match your preference?

If necessary, I discussed some more concrete examples of automated changes to

privacy settings that represented the hypothetical situations described above.

After each participant session, I quickly reviewed the participant’s reaction on the

session video and recorded any notable expressions or verbal reactions to the message.

Two independent researchers reviewed participant facial reaction to the automated

privacy setting change. The reactions were categorized as concerned or not concerned.

The coders also rated whether the participant read both the initial change message

and the additional information about the change using the “Learn More” button.

Accounting for the probability of agreement, an interrater reliability analysis using

Cohen’s Kappa statistic was performed to determine consistency among raters [23].

Once the interviewing phase was completed, two researchers transcribed the recorded

audio and coded them using Atlas.ti. The researchers performed open coding on

the transcribed data, then resolved any coding differences, resulting in an overall

intercoder reliability of 86.6% agreement between the two independent coders. I
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developed concepts based on the agreed coding to examine common responses and

better understand behavior.

4.2 Results

I recruited a total of 19 participants from the Charlotte area with the participant

age range from 18 − 49 and mean = 25.2 and median = 22. Eight participants

were female and the remaining eleven were male. Eleven participants were students

at either UNC Charlotte or Winthrop University while eight worked in various dis-

ciplines in the Charlotte region. As part of the demographic questions, I asked the

questions associated with the Facebook Intensity Scale. This scale ranges from a pos-

sible range from 0− 5 with higher scores representing a more intense connection with

Facebook including representation for emotional connectedness and daily integration

with Facebook [34]. The scale values ranged from 1.98 − 4.19 with mean = 3.27,

sd = 0.61.

During the debriefing interview, I asked participants about general Facebook usage

and concerns. Not surprisingly, (n = 16) participants used Facebook to keep in

contact with friends. Only half (n = 8) had any concerns using Facebook with no

consistent reasons for concern. Participants views toward Facebook were mixed and

some (n = 6) mentioned disliking Facebook because other people share too much

personal information about themselves. These participants mentioned not wanting

to know about every daily detail of their friends’ lives.

Over half (n = 10) of the participants claimed to have modified Facebook privacy

settings. Only one participant claimed to use privacy settings often. In all cases, I
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asked what privacy settings they remembered modifying and many claimed to have

only filtered the newsfeed to limit updates from friends that engage in excessive

posting. Two (n = 2) participants mentioned using Facebook grouping mechanisms to

selectively post to a limited audience. The remaining (n = 7) participants responded

that they had never modified Facebook privacy settings.

For the purposes of this study, I categorized the boundary (see Section 2.1.2) each

participant seemed to make sharing decisions [68]. Almost half (n = 8) mentioned

making sharing decisions at the disclosure boundary indicating that they only share

information considered appropriate for a very large or even public audience. For

example, P6 said:

P6:“Not really since I don’t really post anything bad nowadays, like any-

thing that would embarrass me or anything like that, because I know, for

example, now employers look at it. If I did have something that was bad

in my profile that now would be a concern.... I guess [I’ve] grown up and

matured, I post a lot less. I think about it a lot more like who’s going to

read this.... If you post something I guess I think about like everyone can

see this.”

The remaining (n = 11) participants at least made some sharing decisions at the

identity boundary—disclosure to multiple audiences for the purpose of regulating an

identity associated with different social groups. Of these, three participants only

changed the entire profile to “Friends” only and it was not clear if they ever managed

privacy with more than one audience. These results are consistent with previous
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studies that indicate larger percentages of online social network users making more

decisions at the disclosure boundary [8, 99].

4.2.1 Reaction to Automated Privacy Setting Change

As previously mentioned, I overtly drew attention to the change message and then

let each participant examine the message in private. Notwithstanding my coercion to

pay close attention to the message, some (n = 5) participants immediately dismissed

the message. One of these participants immediately commented that the message

was not important and just to close it. However, the remaining (n = 14) participants

seemed to at least partially read the message. At least (n = 13) (Kappa = .76,

SE = .162, 95% CI = .439− 1.0) participants had a visibly unconcerned expression

immediately following my acknowledgement of the message.

The video analysis indicated only a few participants (n = 5) (Kappa = .66, SE =

.17, 95% CI = .326 − .992) carefully read the initial message. Participants could

choose to either dismiss the initial privacy change message or click on the “Learn

More” button shown in Figure 6. When a participant clicked the “Learn More”

button, the modal dialog message in Figure 7 appeared. Many (n = 11) participants

clicked on the “Learn More” button and carefully read (n = 10) (Kappa = .89,

SE = .106, 95% CI = .682 − 1) the text displayed in the information box. It is

interesting to note that more participants carefully read the “Learn More” message

than the initial message notifying the participant of an automated privacy setting

change.

Some (n = 6) participants examined their privacy settings while they were alone in
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Figure 8: Reaction to automated privacy setting change.

the study room. Interestingly, only one (n = 1) participant accessed the exact location

within Facebook’s privacy setting pages related to one of the supposed automated

privacy setting changes (P13 reviewed “Timeline” privacy settings). It appeared that

many of the participants were attempting to locate privacy settings related to photos,

but were unable to find the page. One participant (P6) even entered the phrase “photo

settings” in the Facebook search box that seemed to yield unsatisfactory results.

The emotional reaction to a privacy setting change seemed clear for participants to

characterize, however, explaining reasons for their feelings seemed more complex and

participants experienced some difficulty in articulating the source for their reactions.

Participants’ comments about their reaction to the message were widely varied. Often,

participants struggled to understand exactly how they reacted to the privacy setting

change. For example, P1 commented:

P1:“I think I’d be a little, I don’t know whether to say, concerned or

alarmed, but I can’t think of the word, ... I almost want to say annoyed.
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Yeah, that you would click on something and it would change your privacy

features by clicking on something like that. I think I’d be a little irritated

with it.”

In the debriefing interview, (n = 12) participants claimed to have read the initial

message, differing from the video observations of (n = 5) that carefully read and

(n = 14) that at least acknowledged the message. Two (n = 2) participants mentioned

dismissing the message because they were participating in a study. Some (n = 6)

participants confirmed that they were not initially concerned with the privacy change

message. Half (n = 3) of these participants indicated that the lack of concern was

because they only posted content that was acceptable for any audience. Other reasons

for lack of concern cited were: trust in Facebook to make good decisions with privacy

changes (n = 1), acclimation to any Facebook change (n = 1), and being confused

about the message (n = 1). When discussing the level of concern about Facebook

automatically changing privacy settings, many (n = 7) of the participants commented

they would not be concerned enough to stop using Facebook.

Participants (n = 7) who were most concerned mentioned only being concerned

about the photos being set to public. P6 commented:

P6:“I don’t want just anyone being able to see my pictures and private

stuff like that. Other things I don’t really care about like languages on my

profile that everyone can see. I wouldn’t really care.... I mean something

like what kind of language that I speak would be something that if someone

is trying to find me as a friend or something they could see that and it
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wouldn’t really matter. I wouldn’t really regard that as something private,

but all of my pictures and stuff I ever had would be something that I don’t

want just anyone out there to be able to see and stalk me.”

For most participants, it was unclear if the lack of concern for the other profile

items was a result of the profile item itself or the change of audience to “Friend.”

However, those participants that read the message and commented about the profile

items mentioned a lack of concern about the “Languages” and “Timeline” profile

items.

After discussing the reaction to the message, I asked participants questions about

how they would react to two hypothetical automatic privacy setting changes. Over

half (n = 11) of participants reported some level of concern if a setting changed and it

matched their preference. Of these 11, (n = 5) mentioned being concerned because of

a lack of control. Other concerns mentioned were skepticism that Facebook could ever

guess their preference (n = 5) and any automated change would be pointless (n = 1).

Most (n = 7) participants who were concerned even when the change matched their

preference would feel comfortable with such changes if Facbook notified them prior

to making the automated change. Almost all (n = 17) participants said they would

be concerned if Facebook made a change that did not match their privacy preference.

The remaining two (n = 2) participants both explained they would blame themselves

for posting anything embarrassing if Facebook changed a setting that contradicted

their preference. P14 commented about posting embarrassing content:

P14:“I guess I would have to be mad at myself for putting something on
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there on accident.... I’ve always been told ever since I was little; even now,

not just on the Internet, but even on paper don’t even write down anything

that you don’t want somebody to know. I mean, if it’s an accident. It’s

not [Facebook’s] fault that it goes to thousands of people and it’s a picture

of me butt-[expletive] naked. That’s my fault.”

4.2.2 Other Reactions

An interesting finding was that participants (n = 8) associated Facebook privacy

setting changes with other general Facebook changes. These participants mentioned

the frequency that Facebook changes and seemed generally disenfranchised with all

Facebook changes. Thus, these participants mentioned being less concerned about any

single Facebook change and said it was a natural consequence of using online social

networking sites. Of these eight participants, some (n = 5) participants commented

that they felt indifferent about any change Facebook decides to make. For example,

P5 commented:

P5:“The change itself doesn’t bother me that much, because I feel like

Facebook has changed stuff before, not necessarily in privacy settings, but

just, ‘Hey, we changed this on your profile. We’ve reformatted this. We

gave you a cover picture, something.’ ”

4.2.3 Social Norm Reactions

Participants were assigned to one of three treatment conditions to evaluate both

descriptive and injunctive norm effects on reactions to automated privacy changes.
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The treatments were rotated at the beginning of the study session. Six participants

were in the control treatment; five received the injunctive norm message and eight

received the descriptive norm message. P19 should have been assigned the injunctive

norm condition, but was given the descriptive norm message in error. Only one (P3 in

the injunctive treatment group) participant mentioned noticing the injunctive norm

language that their setting was determined inappropriate by others. This participant

described the norm language as the reason she clicked on the “Learn More” button.

P3:“That’s why you click on the learn more. Why is it not appropriate?”

Over half (n = 12, n = 5 in descriptive treatment, n = 4 in injunctive treatment)

the participants claimed to have read the initial message, however, during my video

analysis, I could only confirm that a few (n = 4, n = 1 in descriptive treatment, n = 3

in injunctive treatment) read the message carefully. The injunctive norm language

described the change as being a community judgement that the user preference was

deemed inappropriate. Thus, it is interesting that three participants in this treatment

that carefully read the message did not mention any negative or positive reaction to

the norm language.

4.3 Limitations

As with any study, this study suffers from certain limitations. To understand how

people will react to an automated privacy setting change, it is crucial that participants

understand information about the change. Despite my measures to adequately draw

attention to the message, some participants ignored the message and were not aware

of a privacy setting change. Only (n = 2) participants mentioned dismissing the
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message because they were engaged in a study, however, more participants may have

dismissed the message because of the study environment. If participants failed to

explicitly mention any effect on reaction caused by the study, it would be difficult to

determine the true distraction from the laboratory study.

For this study, I used two raters to determine if the participant read the messages on

the screen. The raters were instructed to use techniques such as time focused, mouse

movement and facial expressions to best determine if the participant was reading.

Eye tracking software would provide better evidence of reading and more definitively

specify if the participants actually read the text. Thus, it is possible that other

participants read the message, but gave little visible indication in the video analysis.

Another limitation of this study is how people perceive changes in online social

networks that are constantly updating and changing. During the three months it

took me to recruit and run study participants, I had to modify my injection code

twice to react to Facebook changes. Privacy setting changes affect who has access to

information posted by users. Other Facebook changes only change the appearance of

the interface and likely have no impact on how information flows through the social

network. Thus, it can be problematic when users perceive all Facebook changes

similarly.

4.4 Discussion

These results began to explore understanding of how people reacted to automated

changes in privacy settings. Many participants (n = 13) reacted with little concern

when notified of an automated privacy setting change but almost all (n = 17) re-
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sponded with concern for hypothetical automated changes. After seeing the privacy

setting change message, eleven participants clicked learn more, but only six attempted

to visit or confirm their privacy settings. However, eleven mentioned being concerned

with a hypothetical automated change that matched their preference. This exposes

the complexity of understanding general privacy attitudes and how hard it is to man-

age privacy in online social networks. Online social network privacy configuration is

complex and difficult, but users still lack the trust to allow the provider to automat-

ically aid in configuration. Furthermore, users express a desire to be notified and or

provide consent for privacy setting changes, but struggle to give sufficient attention

to system notifications. The reason participants immediately dismissed the initial

message may provide some insight into how people will react to change messages on

social networking sites.

Many (n = 6) participants mentioned automated changes reducing the level of

control over their settings. People felt the need to control their privacy settings and

they perceived the privacy settings as something similar to their profile or posting

information. This might represent that they felt similar ownership for both the profile

items and the privacy settings that manage access to those items. Thus, unintended

access to the profile items and automated privacy changes may both be perceived as an

invasion of privacy or personal space. A few (n = 3) participants even characterized

the automated change as a privacy invasion. For example, P3 commented:

P3:“Just automatically changing my settings even though I didn’t tell them

to is kind of ... It is invading your privacy really. If somebody else is
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allowed to go into and change the settings on my Facebook without me

telling them, I think that’s kind of wrong. I think.”

Thus, any automated privacy setting change—even from community feedback—

would need to explore possible ways to mitigate this user sentiment.

Social norms may be used to reduce negative reaction to automated changes. This

study explored using both descriptive and injunctive norms to examine any reaction

changes related to these norms. Results of any impact were inconclusive because most

(n = 13) participants did not carefully read the initial message containing the norm

language. Participants that carefully read the message may have dismissed it because

of the study environment. Future research with more salient norm messages and user

reaction is required to better understand how social norms affect user reaction.

One finding to help overcome the complex challenges of automation of privacy

settings configuration was that many (n = 7) participants would not stop using

Facebook if they discovered their settings were being changed. Obviously, Facebook

would not want to lose 63% of their patrons, however, these findings intentionally

explored a worst case scenario with making automated changes to privacy settings.

Incorporating notifications and consent for privacy setting changes may significantly

reduce the concern perceived by online social network users.

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore how community feedback can enhance

default privacy settings. With changes in default settings, many of the confounding

issues discovered in this study with automated changes are mitigated by only using

community feedback for default settings. Many people lack awareness that default
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settings are a configured privacy policy by another party without their consent. Face-

book.com developers decide the default privacy policy for each new Facebook user. If

people never visit or change privacy settings, the default policy represents the user’s

policy without consent as P5 explained:

P5:“I would definitely want to be informed. First of all, if they didn’t tell

me, I don’t think I would ever know. I don’t think I would have figured it

out because I don’t change my privacy settings that often.”

Thus, automating changes to default or unseen privacy settings can help reduce

user concerns about privacy invasions regarding profile settings. It is possible that

public knowledge of varying default policies might incite concern, however these ac-

knowledged issues are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

How people share using online social networks also affects the efficacy of privacy

settings. People who make sharing decisions at the disclosure boundary are less

affected by any privacy setting change. However, in this study, over half (n = 11) of

the participants made sharing decisions—to some extent—at the identity boundary

and had used privacy settings to discretely share with different audiences. P4, an

identity boundary sharer said:

P4:“I think I would still be upset [about the change], because [Facebook]

changed it without my input at all.... Because it’s my personal information

that they’re dealing with. I feel strongly about it. I feel like I should only

have to share what I want to share. As of right now, all you can see on
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my profile is my name, my sex, and my profile picture, just so that you

know that it’s me.”

Thus, enhancing complex settings can still benefit many online social network users.

It may help cautious users sharing at the disclosure boundary engage in some sharing

at the identity boundary if configuring complex privacy were easier.

Eleven participants were concerned about any hypothetical change even if it matched

their preference. About half (n = 5) of these participants mentioned skepticism about

any system’s ability to intelligently guess their privacy preference. People consider

their privacy preferences personal and unique and struggle to accept any computer

system that claims to be able to estimate their privacy attitude. Despite other com-

mon community feedback systems such as purchasing recommenders, people seem

unaware of the type and volume of community data available to classify user behav-

ior. This skepticism may also be a reflection of how people perceive and trust online

social network providers. Future research or implementations would need to further

understand user perceptions of system capabilities regarding the use of community

data.

Online social network users are aware of privacy implications for different profile

data items. These differences are important for understanding how to automate

configuration of individual privacy setting policies. P6 sufficiently articulated the

difference:

P9:“I was mad [at the automated change].... I did not want everyone in

the public to see my photos. The way I said it is, everything I share is
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fine, like the jokes and whatever. That’s fine, but I don’t want people to

see where I’m at or what am I doing, who am I friends with, the public

out there and people actually likes your photos and stalk you, like where

you live and what’s my phone number and that kind of thing.”

Such characterizations of privacy profile data become important for automatically

changing privacy settings. An optimized system would be able to account for the

sensitivity of profile items. Because online privacy tends to be complex across users,

these characterizations are likely to not be the same for all individuals. Thus, a next

step for optimizing how to automate privacy setting changes is understanding how

people characterize profile data.

4.5 Conclusion

This study explored how users react to automated community feedback changes

in privacy settings. I provided greater understanding on what circumstances online

social network users are able to tolerate automated changes in privacy settings. In

general, people reacted negatively to any automated change in privacy settings with-

out notification or consent. However, the sensitivity of the profile item was important

to how users reacted to automated privacy setting changes. Any process that attempts

to automate these changes should first characterize profile items and exercise more

caution with items that are more sensitive to people.

The results indicated that most users wanted some form of notification or consent,

however, some viewed privacy setting changes the same as other changes on Facebook.

Also, more users were making sharing decisions at the disclosure boundary. These
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users experience more neutral reactions because they choose to post only information

intended for large audiences. Privacy and privacy management are important to

people who share at the identity boundary. These people desire more control over

their privacy settings and react negatively when any system reduces control. Consent

and undo features can be added to mitigate reduced control with automated privacy

configuration.

Still, users may accept automated changes under certain conditions. As online

social network sites gather more information, people understand they are exposing

more information. Additionally, they expect online sites like Facebook and Google

to change often and this may soften negative reactions such as feeling an invasion of

privacy. As P5 noted,

P5:“It’s a little scary that Facebook can change your setting like that, but

at least they told you that they changed it. I read something the other

week about how Facebook and Google know you so well that they can ac-

tually keep your profile running after you’re dead, so I guess it wasn’t

surprising.”

In general terms, the findings of this study improve understanding of user reactions

to changes based on other people’s behavior. Online social network providers are the

source for current privacy settings and changes to default privacy setting policies.

The provider becomes a factor in considering automated changes in privacy settings

because people view the provider as an important component. Privacy setting changes

from community feedback does not necessarily change the role of the providers, but
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only determines the mechanism used to reduce user burden for privacy configuration.

Users struggle to understand automated changes based on community feedback are

less about the online social network provider and more about the behavior of other

people in the social network community.

In summary, people conveyed very little reaction to the initial message inform-

ing an automated change in privacy settings. Yet, when discussing the change or

other hypothetical changes, people responded with strong negative reactions to any

automated change to their privacy settings. Users struggle to understand how com-

munity feedback could possibly be used to provide a better privacy setting. People

feel their privacy settings are also private and automated changes invade this privacy

and others feel automated changes significantly lessen their control of their privacy

management. All of these human factors become a crucial part of using the large

community data source available to online social network sites. Community feedback

represents a potential to reduce configuration burdens, but negative reactions from

users’ lack of understanding makes solutions non-trivial.

This study contributes to enhancing default privacy settings by better understand-

ing how people react to automated changes. These results contribute understanding

that automated systems should account for varying sensitivity of different profile

items, differing sharing behaviors and when and how to provide notification and/or

consent for privacy setting changes. In the Chapter 5, I use these findings to inform a

study designed to understand what profile items are most important to online social

network users and if community feedback can be used to provide default privacy set-

tings that more closely match users’ desired privacy preferences. The study in next
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chapter seeks to validate using community feedback to create better default privacy

setting policies for online social network profiles.



CHAPTER 5: DEFAULT PRIVACY SETTINGS

People are connecting and sharing large amounts of personal information through

social media sites, cloud and health services, and other online applications. Users

often manage their interactions and information disclosures on these sites using a va-

riety of privacy settings. The use of privacy settings on Facebook has been extensively

studied. Researchers have found that users have many friends and desire to selec-

tively share with multiple audiences [15]. However, users struggle to manage their

privacy settings as they are quite complex and the structure of the settings changes

frequently. As a result, users can share information more broadly than intended, even

within the “friend” group [50], resulting in embarrassment or regret. Rather than ad-

just confusing privacy settings, users may resort to various coping mechanisms such

as censoring their disclosures [102].

I presented research in Chapter 3 that indicates users spend a large amount of

time to initially configure a desired privacy policy even when presented with usable

configuration mechanisms. However, there remains a large burden for managing these

settings. Users would need to spend a large amount of time to initially configure a

desired privacy policy, even when presented with usable configuration mechanisms.

Beyond improving the interface mechanisms, another approach is to reduce configu-

ration effort by generating default privacy settings that better represent user privacy

preferences.
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Default privacy settings on sites such as Facebook are generally open and per-

missive [43, 44]. For most online systems, default privacy settings are created by

the developers, and are likely to emphasize the site’s values for information sharing.

Thus, permissive default settings may promote social interaction but may require

more user burden to manage for those with greater privacy desires. While users

are able to customize these settings, many do not, at least until a privacy violation

occurs [88]. Surveys of end users have shown an increase in the awareness and modi-

fication of Facebook privacy settings over the years, yet many users still do not seem

to be familiar with the extent of the privacy settings on Facebook or take the time

to configure all possible settings [50, 60, 103].

My research seeks to reduce the gap between default privacy settings and user

preference—to help reduce the burden of having to modify a large number of privacy

settings and to increase the privacy of those who do not customize defaults. There

is limited research on personalizing or inferring privacy settings from other users or

past decisions [35, 61, 62]. I expand upon this research by exploring default policies

based not only on users’ setting preferences, but also on attitudes towards disclosures

to alternate audiences.

In this chapter, I present a study that gathers privacy profile preferences from 184

Facebook users. Participants were asked about audience preferences for 29 common

profile items and reactions to alternate audience changes for those items. Using this

information I generated an optimal default policy for a training set of participants,

and examine how that policy compares against three others: a completely restrictive

policy, the preferred audience chosen by most participants, and the current Face-
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book default settings. Lastly, I explore using three different segmentation models

to determine if multiple canonical policies could be used to further improve default

settings. The use of segmentation models did not improve policy fit within the data.

These results highlight the complexity of privacy attitudes and indicate that user pri-

vacy preferences of profile items and disclosure can be used to create default privacy

settings that better represent user preferences.

The contributions of this chapter are two-fold. First, the data I gather from the

survey provides characterization of user preferences for a variety of settings on Face-

book, including users’ discomfort with settings that do not match their preferences.

Second, I demonstrate how that feedback can be used to evaluate the fit of policies

against user preferences, and to calculate a policy from a community of existing users.

The results show that even with a fairly simple method and a small training set, I

can generate defaults based on existing users that will be closer to what users desire.

5.1 Community Enhanced Default Settings

Any set of controls has a starting point—the default configuration that the user

then modifies as desired. Customizing these settings takes user effort, and users often

accept the defaults rather than perform the work of modifying them to meet their

needs [3, 60]. Thus, the default settings can have a large impact on the resulting

privacy for users [50, 88]. Organizations who develop the applications thus choose

these defaults, which may or may not take user privacy needs and desires into account.

A variety of research has examined how to automatically determine or recom-

mend personalized privacy settings. One strand of research has investigated whether
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measured privacy attitudes correlate to privacy settings, and thus predict settings or

privacy-related behaviors. A number of privacy indexes—ranked answers from a set of

privacy questions combined together as a score or classification—have been proposed.

These scores can then be used to group, or segment, people into categories. The most

commonly cited index is the Westin and Harris privacy segmentation model [55].

Westin and Harris segment privacy attitudes into three categories: Fundamentalists,

Pragmatists and Unconcerned. In a 2003 survey, Westin and Harris report only 10% of

the U.S. population as privacy unconcerned—people who have no real concerns about

how other people use information about them [55]. Other indexes include Buchanan

et al. [19], Dinev and Hart [30] and Stutzman [90] which each measure privacy along

multiple dimensions. However, few studies have shown that such attitudes predict or

correlate to behavior. In this chapter, I explore using both the Westin/Harris and

Buchanan indexes to segment the participants.

Another approach is to learn canonical policies from existing users, to determine

the default settings for new users. For example, in the location privacy domain,

work with the Loccacino and PeopleFinder systems seek to reduce configuration

burden for dynamic and complex location privacy settings through user feedback and

utilizing machine learning to generate default policies [62, 71, 78, 93]. The challenge

explored by such work is to determine which policy or persona a new user should

have to define default sharing settings. In Loccacino, users can explicitly choose a

“privacy profile” for adoption as an initial policy. Results from a Loccacino study

of 27 people over 3 weeks indicated that providing users with two to four canonical

options can significantly reduce configuration burden by providing default settings
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that better represent the user’s privacy preference [62]. I explore similar questions in

this chapter within the social media domain.

Others have examined using machine learning or other algorithms to automatically

determine settings based on a user’s previous settings or behaviors. For example,

Sinha et al. gather information about users’ previous Facebook posts to predict

better default policies for future posts [84]. Similarly, Shehab et al. and Mo et al.

suggest using machine learning to automatically configure complex privacy settings

for friends based upon configuration for an initial set of friends [61, 81, 83]. People’s

privacy settings and behavior often fail to represent their privacy preferences and

approaches that use actual settings are limited by this paradox. These methods may

help users as they make similar decisions about new content over time, but do not

help with initial defaults for items or content that are relatively static.

Within the data mining community, researchers have also examined how to predict

privacy settings. Closest to my work is Liu and Terzi who present a framework for

computing privacy scores using profile item sensitivity and the user’s social network

level [59]. They test two models (Item Response Theory [7] and naive) for computing

privacy scores from user privacy settings and find that Item Response Theory is a

better model for predicting privacy preference. Also related to this research, Fang

and LaFevre use a privacy wizard to gather user disclosure preference to provide

better default privacy settings [35]. However, this research tests models with a user

set that defines sensitivity using a single audience selection. In this chapter, I seek to

improve defaults with similar methods by gathering more information about alternate

audience disclosures.
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5.2 Methods

I first gathered data about users’ profile privacy preferences with a survey, asking

users what their preferred setting was for 29 Facebook profile items, as well as their

attitudes towards the alternate setting options. This approach allows me to not only

characterize the participants’ desired policies, but also their potential reactions to

policies that do not represent their best preference. I decided not to query partici-

pants’ actual Facebook privacy settings as users may not have taken the time or effort

to configure their privacy preferences on the site for a variety of reasons. Thus, de-

spite the limitations of a self-report survey, I felt that this would be the most accurate

method of gathering participants’ default preferences. The details of the survey, and

the descriptive results, are presented in Section 5.3.

With the survey data, I randomly divided the sample into training and test sets

to do a between-subjects comparison of different privacy setting policies. I examined

four different default policies: two static policies and two that were calculated based

on the reported preferences of the training sample of participants. I calculated a fit

score for each participant in the test set and compared the scores for the four policies.

The details of these calculations and comparison are presented in Section 5.5.

Finally, I performed two additional explorations of the calculated optimal policy.

First, I explored the results of differing training set sizes on the calculation of the

optimal policy. Finally, I explored differences with and without segmentation using

three different privacy attitude measures from the survey. These results are presented

in Section 5.6.
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5.3 Survey

I designed a web-based questionnaire to gather Facebook privacy information from

people in the United States. The participants were recruited using Amazon’s Me-

chanical Turk system. Each participant or Turker can view a list of available Human

Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and choose to participate for a monetary incentive, in this

case a $2.00 incentive for an estimated 30 minute survey. The HIT was designed to

only allow participants registered to Amazon.com with a valid United States address.

I also restricted the HIT to Turkers with an overall HIT approval rate greater than

95%.

When a Turker accepted the HIT, she was first shown an IRB approved informed

consent message that described the study and purpose. If the participant consented,

she received the questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided into three logical com-

ponents: a short demographics section, Facebook usage and general privacy attitude

questions and specific questions about privacy preference for 29 profile items. I chose

29 profile items from those available on Facebook, but many of these items are also

available as profile items on other social network sites. The profile items available on

Facebook are shown in Figure 10.

The general usage and attitude questions were used to later segment participants’

into preference categories. I first used the three question Westin/Harris segmentation

index [55]. I also used a 16 question index developed by Buchanan et al. to measure

privacy concern [19]. Finally, I surmised that perhaps general usage of Facebook may

be related to privacy attitudes. Thus, I also included the Facebook Intensity Index
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Figure 9: Example showing three stages of a question about profile item privacy
preference.

(FBI) designed to measure usage, frequency and emotional connectedness along with

how the site integrates into people’s daily activities [34].

I presented the privacy attitude questions before gathering the profile item privacy

preferences. This introduced a privacy bias common in privacy studies [17], however,

it was my intention to gather a conscientiously reported privacy preference. Still,

these results likely present more restrictive default privacy preferences than users

may truly desire when interacting on a social site.

The privacy profile questions were each displayed one per page in three stages, as

shown in Figure 9. Participants were first shown only the question labeled A about

disclosure preference—whether the participant would be willing to share the profile

item on Facebook. The participant then selected a preferred sharing audience from

four available options ranging from most restrictive to most permissive, “Only Me,”
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“Friends,” “Friends of Friends” and “Everyone” as shown in Stage B. If the participant

selected “No,” in Stage A, she would be asked the remaining questions about the

profile item using hypothetical verbiage such as: “If you did share your [item] on

Facebook, which group would you be likely to share it with?” The responses to the

hypothetical questions in cases of non disclosure were discarded during analysis. The

purpose for asking the additional hypothetical questions was to prevent participants

from answering “No” in an effort to avoid answering additional questions. The third

Stage C then queried the participant about their attitude if the profile item was

somehow disclosed to the other three alternative audiences. These alternative options

used sliders to gather an interval value from 0 (representing “Very Undesirable”) to

100 (representing “Would Not Care”). I chose these labels to represent the strength

of discomfort from alternatives that did not represent the optimal chosen audience. I

settled on these labels after pilot testing.

In addition to the 29 actual profile items, I included two fake profile items as an in-

structional manipulation check [66]. These questions asked participants if they would

be willing to share their Social Security Number (after the 12th profile item question)

and their Debit/Credit Card Information (after the 27th profile item question) on

Facebook. I considered any affirmative response to Social Security Number as invalid

and removed the participant’s data from analysis. For Debit/Credit Card informa-

tion, I accepted a “Yes” response to disclosure because some people legitimately give

that information to Facebook for application purchases. However, if they chose to

disclose with a preferred audience other than “Only Me,” I considered the response

invalid and removed the participants from any further analysis.
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For each page in the survey, I recorded the timestamp at the time the question(s)

was/were first displayed. Thus, the time between timestamps was recorded as the

amount of time in milliseconds the participant interacted with the question.

5.4 Results

During January 2014, I recruited 200 survey participants using Amazon’s Mechan-

ical Turk system. Of the 200 results, I excluded six (n = 6) participants with outlier

responses to the instructional manipulation checks. I normalized the timing results

for the remaining participants and trimmed any participant below the 2.5 percentile

and above the 97.5 percentile. This excluded responses for any participant who may

have not spent enough time to read the questions or that spent excessive time on the

survey as to not represent the average participant. An additional (n = 10) cases were

removed as a result of timing anomalies leaving a total of (n = 184) accepted cases

for analysis.

Participant age ranged from 19 − 66 with mean = 31.4 and median = 29. More

(n = 104) participants were male than female (n = 80). Education levels varied

between no High School diploma to Master’s degrees with: (n = 4) having no High

School diploma, (n = 51) graduating High School or having some college, (n = 33)

having vocational training or Associate’s degree, (n = 57) with Bachelor’s degrees

and (n = 11) with Master’s or other professional degrees.

Facebook Intensity Scale: I asked eight questions as part of the Facebook Intensity

(FBI) scale [34] to measure Facebook usage and how emotionally connected people

feel to Facebook. The scale uses six likert questions about Facebook connectedness
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and two additional questions about social network usage—total number of Facebook

friends and average time per day over the previous week. The total friends and

average uses were assigned normalized ranks between 1 and 10 and the FBI score

is calculated by averaging the reported ranks for all questions with a higher score

(max = 6.25) representing a stronger connection and integration in the user’s daily

life. Participants scores in this study ranged from 1.25 − 5.75 with mean = 3.58,

sd = 1.0 and median = 3.5 resulting in average usage and a moderate distribution

range.

Westin/Harris Segmentation: Privacy attitude assessment from the Westin/Harris

survey was somewhat typical with a larger than expected number of participants

segmented as “Fundamentalist” (n = 82, 44.5%). Other participants were classi-

fied as “Pragmatists” (n = 86, 46.7%) and “Unconcerned” (n = 16, 8.7%). Most

Westin/Harris results have resulted in: ∼25% “Fundamentalist,” ∼60% “Pragma-

tists” and ∼15% “Unconcerned” 1. The increased percentage of privacy “Fundamen-

talist” in this study may have been a result of a privacy bias caused by including

other privacy indexes before the Westin/Harris questions.

Buchanan Index: The Buchanan et al. index consisted of the combined ranks of

16 Likert questions about general privacy concerns [19]. Scores range from 16 − 80

with 80 being very strongly concerned about privacy matters. Buchanan et al. make

no attempt to segment based on their index, but higher scores would correspond

with “Fundamentalist” and lower scores would represent the “Unconcerned” group.

1Most People are Privacy Pragmatists (accessed February 7, 2014); available from
http://www.harrisinteractive.com/vault/Harris-Interactive-Poll-Research-Most-People-Are-
Privacy-Pragmatists-Who-While-Conc-2003-03.pdf
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Figure 10: Disclosure choice for all participants for profile items ordered by disclosure.

Results from this scale included a wide range from 26−80 withmean = 52.4, sd = 12.1

and median = 51 indicating a moderate distribution range of scores.

Participants’ reported disclosures of profile items is shown in Figure 10 ordered

by willingness to disclose on Facebook. For most profile items, approximately two-

thirds of participants were willing to share the item on Facebook. The more sensitive

profile items (phone numbers, email and street address) were reported to be shared

by around one quarter of participants. Items such as religion and political alignment

along with previous location information were reportedly disclosed by about half of

the participants. Life changes such as family and relationship information, home and

living information and places lived also were disclosed by slightly more than half of

the participants. More participants were willing to disclose the photos they post than

disclose photos they had been tagged in possibly indicating a perceived difference in
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Figure 11: Preferred audience choice for all participants willing to disclose for profile
items ordered by disclosure.

control over the disclosure.

Of the participants willing to disclose, the preferred audience responses are in-

dicated in Figure 11. These results indicate most participants were more inclined

to share profile information with their friends only, with the ratio between friends

only and other audiences increasing with the more sensitive profile items. Of those

willing to disclose the more sensitive information (phone numbers and addresses) on

Facebook, only in rare cases—such as religion and political preference—was the pre-

ferred audience more permissive than friends. However, for less sensitive profile items

such as gender, personal preferences and posted photos, participants reported varying

audience preferences.

In addition to simply asking what the desired setting would be, I asked questions to

attempt to better characterize that profile item. Participants used a slider to respond
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Figure 12: Reactions for changes to alternate audiences for profile items ordered as
they appeared in the questionnaire.

with an interval value between 0 and 100 to characterize how undesirable it would

be if they discovered the item was disclosed to the remaining audience choices. The

average of these characterizations for profile items that participants were willing to

disclose are shown in Figure 12. I divided the reported values for choices that were

more restrictive and more permissive relative to the audience selected as the preferred

choice. For more restrictive audiences, participants would be reacting to the potential

that people they wanted to view a profile item would not be able to. For more

permissive audiences, participants are expressing potential reaction to over-sharing

with more users being able to access the information than desired. Participants

reported neutral reactions to any audience that was more restrictive for all profile

items. More permissive audiences were reported as moderately undesirable in most

cases.
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The items in Figure 12 are listed in the order presented to the participant in the

survey. Some reported values for the seemingly less sensitive profile items toward the

end of the survey were lower and could represent a bias concern from previous profile

items that were more sensitive.

5.5 Comparing Policies

The survey described in Section 5.3 provided data to test how well different policies

fit the reported user preference. In order to compare policies, I randomly divided the

sample into a larger training set of participants and used the remaining participants

as a test set. I then created four policies to test how well each policy fit as a default

policy for the participants in the test set. For the Optimal and Mode policies, I used

the training set of participants to derive a choice for each profile item. The Optimal

policy used the participants’ answers from profile item questions about audiences

reactions to generate settings for profile items; the algorithm is described below. The

Mode policy represents the most popular audience decision for all participants in the

training set. The data were collected after privacy related questions and I determined

that the optimal preferences might represent a somewhat restrictive policy, so I chose

to include the most restrictive policy choice to compare with the Mode and Optimal

policies. I also included another policy for comparison that represented the actual

Facebook default settings to represent a real-world permissive default setting policy.

The Restrictive and Facebook policies disregarded the training set and used the same

set of randomly selected test participants for consistent comparison with all models.
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5.5.1 Calculating an Optimal Policy

The training set data were used to determine the default choice for each profile item

characterized as the most acceptable for all users in the training set. These choices

were combined to form an optimal policy to predict acceptable settings for the sample

participant responses in the test set. I calculated optimal privacy settings similar to

the naive polytomous privacy scores used by Liu and Terzi [59]. Liu and Terzi used

probabilities to calculate profile item sensitivity, however, in my study I gathered

self reported user reaction to each possible alternative audience choice, which is an

indication of users’ views on item sensitivity. Thus, the probabilities were replaced

with actual audience characterizations recorded from user responses and represented

as a utility score for each option. An optimal policy was thus calculated by combining

all participants’ utility scores in the training set using the following method:

For each profile item p ∈ P in an online social network profile,

P = {name, birthday, ..., quotes}

the participant chose an audience preference d from a set

D = {only me, friends, friends of friends, everyone}

The chosen preference was assigned a full utility x of 100. The alternative audience

options d ∈ D from the participant’s answers using the sliders shown in Figure 9,

became the utility values Xd (between 0 and 100, with 100 being “Would Not Care”)

for each alternative. Adding Xd for each of the four profile audience options across
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all participants in the training set represented the collective utility for the options.

The largest of the collective utility values became the optimal audience decision op

for that profile item such that:

op = max(∀d ∈ D,
n∑

i=1

Xdi)

All of the optimal decisions represented an optimal policy

Op = op | p ∈ P

In this study, I compared four different policies. The Optimal policy based on the

training community was considered the first treatment. The training or community

set was also used to calculate the second treatment condition by simply iterating

through all training participants and using the mode of audience choices for each

profile item. The third treatment policy was a highly Restrictive policy and consisted

of the “Only Me” audience for each profile item. Finally, the actual Facebook default

policy was the fourth treatment for the within-subjects variance analysis as described

below 2.

5.5.2 Calculating Policy Fit

The dependant variable for the policy comparison was a fit score generated by as-

sessing how well each treatment policy fit each participant’s audience choice or utility

for alternative audiences. For example, using the estimated values of the choices in

Figure 9, this participant chose to disclose the “Gender” profile item to the audience

“Friends of Friends” and assigned utilities for “Only Me” (90), “Friends” (75) and

2As of January 2014 using a new Facebook account and recording each default privacy setting.
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“Everyone” (10). Suppose the treatment policy choices were: Optimal (“Friends”),

Mode (“Everyone”), Restrictive (“Only Me”) and Facebook (“Everyone”), then the

assigned fit score for this participant would be: Optimal (75), Mode (10), Restrictive

(90) and Facebook (10). Thus, for this participant and profile item, the Restrictive

treatment default policy was the better fit. The individual fit scores for all items were

combined to represent an overall fit score for the entire policy and the highest value

is the best fit for that participant’s privacy setting defaults. Overall policy fit scores

had possible values from 0 (no disclosure or disclosure with no correct policy choices

combined with undesirable characterization) to 2900 (disclosure for all 29 items and

correct policy choices or neutral characterizations for all items). For comparisons,

I divided the total fit score by the number of shared items resulting in a number

between 0 and 100.

During the questionnaire, I asked the participants who chose not to disclose a pro-

file item to consider the audience and alternatives if they were to disclose. For the

fit score, I discarded any profile item the participant chose not to disclose and the

overall fit score was a combination of only the profile items that would be disclosed

on Facebook. For example, if a participant responded they would never share their

“Address” on Facebook, that item was ignored when the overall fit was calculated.

While I could potentially utilize the hypothetical answers to the audience characteri-

zations, those tended to be quite restrictive as users often did not desire to share that

information with anyone.

The participant fit scores were not normally distributed for any treatment condi-

tion. The overall fit scores were evaluated using a Friedman’s test on the four related
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treatments. I hypothesized that the median fit scores for the treatment models would

be significantly different:

H0 : θOpt = θRes = θMode = θFace

H1 : At least one treatment population

median will differ from another

treatment population median

For pairwise post-hoc analysis between groups, I conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank

tests with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level at p < .008.

Effect sizes were calculated for each post-hoc pairwise analysis result using Cohen’s

r [23, 24].

5.5.3 Results

Policy Settings: Table 2 lists the policies that were calculated and compared. While

the Restrictive policy obviously differs vastly from the others, the Mode and Optimal

policies also differ for many items. Interestingly, the Optimal policy is “Friends” for

all profile items except for three items even though the Mode is more permissive.

This is likely because the study participants reported stronger negative reactions to

over disclosure than to under disclosure, resulting in the trained policy erring towards

restricting items. I discuss the implications of this later.

Fit Variance: The training set was only used to calculate the Optimal and Mode

policies, however, the same test set of participants was used to derive fit scores for

all models. To determine the size of the test set, I estimated a Cohen’s d medium
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Table 2: Privacy settings for each test model.

Item Facebook Mode Optimal Restrictive Item Facebook Mode Optimal Restrictive

Gender EO EO Fr OM Website EO EO Fr OM
Birthday FoF Fr Fr OM Networks EO Fr Fr OM
Interested In EO EO Fr OM Relationship to Others EO Fr Fr OM
Relationship EO Fr Fr OM Relationship to Family EO Fr Fr OM
Languages EO EO Fr OM Friends EO Fr Fr OM
Religion FoF EO Fr OM Photos Posted EO Fr Fr OM
Political FoF EO Fr OM Photos Tagged In EO Fr Fr OM
Email Fr Fr OM OM Places Lived EO Fr Fr OM
Mobile Phone Fr Fr Fr OM Places Visited EO Fr Fr OM
Other Phone Fr Fr OM OM Workplace Info EO Fr Fr OM
IM Screen ID Fr Fr Fr OM Family & Relationship Info EO Fr Fr OM
Address Fr Fr OM OM Home & Living Info EO Fr Fr OM
City Fr Fr Fr OM Personal Preferences Fr Fr Fr OM
Zip Fr Fr Fr OM Quotes EO EO Fr OM
Neighborhood Fr Fr Fr OM

Only Me (OM), Friends (Fr), Friends of Friends (FoF), Everyone (EO)

effect size (d = .49). Compensating for multiple post-hoc comparisons, I estimated

a test sample size of (n = 51) in order to achieve at least .80 statistical power [24].

The sample size estimation was evaluated before data collection and therefore based

on parametric tests. After the data were collected and I discovered the fit scores

violated a normal distribution assumption, I used non-parametric statistical tests to

analyze variance. However, Tanizaki showed in a series of Monte Carlo experiments

that Wilcoxon non-parametric tests have similar or more power than t-tests when the

underlying distribution is non-normal [92].

I conducted a Friedman test to compare differences between the fit score medi-

ans of the four treatments: Optimal (median = 99.39), Mode (median = 89.75),

Restrictive (median = 96.08) and Facebook (median = 73.43). The test was sig-

nificant χ2(3, n = 51) = 56.98, p < .001 and the Kindall’s coefficient of concordance

(W = .558) indicated strong variance between treatments, and resulted in rejecting

the null hypothesis H0 : θOpt = θRes = θMode = θFace.

To further examine differences between groups, I conducted six post-hoc pairwise
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Table 3: Comparison of model fit score variance effect sizes.

Model Trained Mode Restrictive Facbook

Md Effect Size (Cohen’s r)

Trained 99.39
Mode 89.75 .5847***

Restrictive 96.08 .4115*** .0826
Facbook 73.43 .7973*** .7895*** .6025***

*** Significant at p < .001

comparisons using Wilcoxon tests with a Bonferroni adjustment (p < .008). Pairwise

comparison results are displayed in Table 3. The Optimal median was significantly

greater than all three other conditions, Mode (p < .001, r = .58), Restrictive (p =

.003, r = .41) and Facebook (p < .001, r = .80). Mode and Restrictive medians were

not significantly different (p = .6, r = .08). Both Mode (p < .001, r = .79) and

Restrictive (p < .001, r = .60) medians were significantly larger than the Facebook

treatment. Thus, I found statistically significant differences between the policies, with

the Optimal policy representing the larger fit scores and Facebook’s current policy

being the lowest fit. Interestingly, despite being very different policies, the Mode and

Restrictive fit scores were not significantly different.

5.6 Additional Exploration

The statistical analysis only evaluated the models at a fit training set size (n = 133).

Thus, it was not clear how the training set size affects the variance between the

different model fit scores. With evidence of significant variance at (n = 133), I

wanted to evaluate what the minimum training set size might be to produce higher

fit scores with the Optimal model. I also wanted to determine if the training set size

affected fit scores with the other static models. To capture this, I ran the fit algorithm
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Figure 13: Model comparison of mean fit scores for varying training set sizes.

for every training set size from (n = 4) to (n = 133). The results of this analysis

are shown in Figure 13. In each case represented in Figure 13, the participants were

randomly split into the varying group sizes. Data item values represent the mean fit

score for all participants in the test group.

Not surprisingly, the fit scores for the Optimal model have more variation with a

smaller number of participants in the training set. However, as the number of training

participants reached about 40, the Optimal model produced slightly higher and more

consistent scores with less variation than the other models. Restrictive policy fits

were close but more often slightly higher than the Mode mean fits. Facebook model

mean fits were vastly lower compared to the differences between the other three

models. Mode mean fits were inconsistent across the entire range of training sets

and Facebook and Restrictive became less consistent with a smaller test size likely

representing larger fit score variance across participants with those models. With
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a surprisingly small training set size (n > 40), the Optimal model scores appeared

to corroborate the statistical analysis results for the post-hoc pairwise comparisons

made earlier with a fixed training set size of (n = 133). Thus, the number of test set

participants derived from the power calculation would not likely change the results

of the statistical analysis provided the test set size was larger. The Facebook and

Restrictive static policies were moderately consistent for all training set sizes.

5.6.1 Segmentation

Optimal policy fit scores were high and fairly consistent with enough data available

in the training set, however, I wanted to explore if this could be improved by using

a set of canonical policies based on different segmentation models. To further evalu-

ate using privacy segmentation, I created additional policies using training data with

sample sets segmented by privacy attitude and Facebook usage. During the survey, I

asked questions from three different scales or indexes. For each of the segmentation

methods, the training and test sets were segmented using the responses to the respec-

tive questions. The Westin/Harris responses were evaluated for each participant and

segmented into categories (Pragmatists, Fundamentalist and Unconcerned) based on

agreement or disagreement. I calculated index scores for the Facebook Intensity scale

and the Buchanan index. For these indexes, the privacy attitude or behavior was

characterized by the value of index scores. To segment participants with these scales,

I also divided the participants into three groups (Low, Average and High), with the

“Average” being from −1 standard deviation from the mean to +1 standard devia-

tion from the mean. The “Low” and “High” groups were the participants with scores
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Figure 14: Segmentation model comparison of mean fit scores for varying training set
sizes.

beyond the single standard deviation from the means.

I segmented both the training and test sets using the same criteria. The training

set was used to calculate an optimal policy for each segment using the method in

Section 5.5.1. To calculate the fit score for the segmentation policies, I applied the

optimal policy representative of the test participant’s segment.

For evaluation purposes, I also included the non segmented trained policy used in

the statistical variance analysis to compare with the three different optimal segmenta-

tion models. This policy became a control to evaluate the differences, if any, between

the segmentation models. I used the same secondary analysis described previously

with varying training set sizes to produce fit scores for the control and segmentation

policy fits.

Figure 14 shows the mean fit scores for all test participants for training set sizes
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from (n = 4) to (n = 133). To evaluate the effects of the segmentation, I included

an optimal fit model with no participant segmentation for the training or test par-

ticipants. All segmentation models performed equally well. Figure 14’s y-axis was

adjusted from 80− 100 to highlight small differences between the non-segmented op-

timal model and the models that used segmentation. Segmentation model fit scores

were slightly lower with small training sets, but began to mirror the non-segmented

optimal model with > 90 participants. This difference in mean scores likely repre-

sented the effect of dividing the training and test sets into segments, which did not

perform well until the segments were sufficiently large. In reviewing the resulting

policies, segmented policies were often very similar as long as there was sufficient

data in the segment. These results indicate no improvement in fit scores for any

segmentation method.

5.7 Limitations

Privacy attitude is difficult to define and measure and this study suffers from lim-

itations associated with this challenge. Participants reported privacy attitudes in a

context that lacked any of the incentives for social interaction, which may introduce a

bias toward more restrictive privacy preferences. For example, participants reported

neutral reactions to more restrictive audiences, but restricting information to “Only

Me” is rarely useful, and would likely be less desirable than was reported by partici-

pants in this study. This survey may have also introduced some ordering effects. The

question order is reflected in Figure 12. The characterization values for more permis-

sive audiences seemed generally lower after asking about some of the more sensitive
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profile items such as phone numbers and address. Responses to more private profile

items could have inadvertently caused participants to respond more conservatively to

less sensitive profile items asked later in the questionnaire.

Participants in this study responded with a reaction to a change in audience with an

interval slider from 0− 100 with 0 being “Very Undesirable” and 100 being “Would

Not Care.” The chosen audience was also assigned a value of 100. This did not

weight the chosen preference any higher than “Would Not Care” characterizations

in calculating the optimal policy or determining fit. The chosen preference could

be given more weight, which would also result in lower fit scores and less restrictive

policies. Also, the calculations did not account for the cost or effort associated with

the user having to adjust settings to the more desired audience—which should also

be taken into account if similar methods were used to create defaults.

The segmentation of participants did not result in any improvements in this study.

However, adjusting the calculations to address the above limitations may result in

more room for improvement over the optimal policy. In addition, the segmented

samples were rather small and a larger sample may improve these results. These

results simply add to other findings that so far, segmentation has not been shown to

be useful for learning such privacy settings.

5.8 Discussion

This survey indicates that users do have differing privacy preferences, particularly

for personal information considered less sensitive. Facebook’s current default policy is

permissive and does not match closely with users’ reported privacy attitudes. Despite
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these differences, the policy comparison indicates that I can calculate defaults to bet-

ter match reported user preferences. I explored not only using the stated preference,

but also the attitude towards alternative settings to calculate a policy that generates

the highest satisfaction across users. This choice has several interesting implications.

The optimal policy was based upon the same assumption as the fit evaluation—

both were calculated from the “utility” score from participants. Thus, this policy

resulting in the best fit over the test set of participants was not surprising. However,

examining the differences and similarities across the policies reveals insights into var-

ious methods. While the mode choice better matched the stated preference for more

users, over multiple iterations the fit scores showed inconsistency and would cause

more users to be unhappy with that default setting. Interestingly, the Optimal policy

was almost entirely a “friends-only” policy. For a time, Facebook had a “friends-only”

global setting, which was a common and simple option users chose [91]. The results

for the Optimal policy imply that was a reasonable option for many users, and it may

be useful to resurrect a global “friends-only” privacy setting.

Interestingly, the fit score of the Restricted policy was also quite high. This demon-

strated a limitation in how the participants characterized alternative audience choices.

People reported being very tolerant to unmatched policy decisions if the decision

change was to a more restrictive audience. Thus, default policies formed from re-

ported privacy preferences may naturally err with more restrictive audience choices.

Not every profile item was characterized the same; some had high disclosure rates

while other items were reportedly disclosed by only a few people. By gathering in-

formation that characterizes the sensitivity of profile items, default policies can use
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this to select more restrictive audiences for those users that decide to disclose. This

has the benefit of defaults providing additional privacy protections, but there is little

social utility for posting personal information that is never shared. Thus, while an

“Only Me” default may not concern most users, it may not be useful for social inter-

action. Similarly, if a default setting is more restrictive than the user preference, but

the user does not mind the restrictive setting, they are less likely to change it. Often,

users modify settings after a privacy intrusion; more restrictive defaults may reduce

unintended disclosure because users will only modify settings when information is

truly needed by additional people. While this may better follow the principle of least

privilege and result in fewer privacy intrusions, it will also result in information being

shared less widely than users are comfortable with and possibly reduce the value of

the site.

The low fit scores for the Facebook default policy highlighted the privacy paradox

with reported privacy preferences. People socialize and share information with online

social communities, but report cautious sharing behavior. Thus, if people want to

actually engage in more sharing, a more restrictive policy may increase effort. How-

ever, all of the data collected in this study was based on reported privacy preferences

and the fit scores were generated from the same data. If training data were based on

privacy behaviors, or better captured sharing desires, the optimal policies might be

less private and more closely resemble the Facebook default policy. The results here

showed the optimal policy calculated from training data with profile item character-

izations for different audiences provided better fit scores over Mode and Restrictive

policy fits. Even if the underlying data were to change and the fit scores appear
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different, the observation of more consistent average fit scores should improve the fit

for the default policy.

A notable design implication from these results is that most policy configuration

mechanisms lack capabilities to gather additional reaction information to better char-

acterize profile items as I did in the survey. Additional information for every profile

item increases profile complexity and adds configuration burden. It remains unclear

if the cost of gathering the additional information to generate better default policies

would be greater than the reduction of burden achieved by those policies. However,

the results here showed an improvement with a small community size—possibly as few

as 40 people might be enough to improve default settings for even larger populations.

Designs intended to improve complex policies would be more effective if they limited

the number of people used for training data to better characterize profile items.

The results of the segmentation model reflected the known difficulties of privacy at-

titudes and segmentation. Privacy attitudes are complex and difficult to understand,

and privacy behaviors are contextual. Segmentation models like Westin/Harris lack

structure to account for differing contextual privacy attitudes that often exists within

online social networks. The Facebook Intensity scale [34] measures Facebook usage

and connectedness to the Facebook community, but people who are very active in

online social networks may also have very different privacy attitudes. The Buchanan

index includes questions about more modern technologies, but Buchanan et al. [19]

admittedly failed to capture different dimensions of privacy attitudes on Facebook.

While the segmentation models I tested did not improve fit scores, segmentation

based upon attitudes that are more relevant to social media, or on actual history of
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behavior, may still be worth exploring.

The segmentation techniques used for the index scores were simple deviations from

the mean score. More sophisticated supervised machine learning techniques may

improve segmentation, especially over time, but the training sets would need to be

larger. The differences with segmentation models in this set were very small and may

be improved with larger community sizes and/or better segmentation techniques. It

is also possible that the privacy attitude measurement techniques are not adequate

enough for any segmentation function to match user privacy preferences. Future

research is necessary to explore how these might be used to improve optimal privacy

policy fit. If successful, the burden of answering segmentation questions still needs

to be less than the burden of customizing the settings for segmentation to be useful.

5.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, I explored using audience characterizations for SNS profile items

to create a better default privacy policy. Audience characterization utility values

were used to train an optimal policy from a training set and then determine how

well different policies fit for a group of test participants. While gathering additional

information from users required additional burden, I showed that an improvement

in default settings can occur with as few as 40 people. While the algorithm may be

improved upon, I believe this demonstrates that sites could better take into account

user preferences without large amounts of user effort and community data. I further

explored using privacy attitude segmentation to evaluate if privacy policies by attitude

may improve fits, although these results were not beneficial.
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Participants responded to the potential exposure of profile items to alternate au-

diences from the prefered disclosure audience. These results indicated that user re-

actions were neutral for audiences that were more restrictive, but negative for those

more permissive than the preferred setting. All policy fit scores accounted for this and

the Restrictive policy seemed to benefit from this neutral reaction while the Facebook

permissive policy reflected this with lower fit scores. Thus, the fit score itself may

not portray a completely accurate representation of how a policy matched actual user

needs, but I believe is an improvement over simply measuring accuracy against just

the single preferred setting. I believe these results suggest methods for improving

a default policy that reduces overall effort for configuring complex privacy settings.

The user privacy attitudes for profile sharing in this chapter seemed to reflect that

more restrictive settings may represent an adequate starting place for users to later

configure to actual preference, which at the same time is more privacy preserving

than current policies often are. The results also suggest that utilizing user reaction

to different audience choices may be useful in determining such default policies, espe-

cially if the limitations are addressed. While this work demonstrates how additional

audience characterizations can be used for common social network audiences, I be-

lieve the concept can be extended to more granular audiences such as friend lists or

circles, as well as additional types of settings beyond the ones I surveyed.

Future work can improve these findings by exploring the burden associated with

gathering user reaction to alternate audiences. Additional analysis could be done with

this or similar datasets to see if there are other factors that determine the impact or

different weights of the audience characterizations. In particular, data from user re-
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ported preferences can be combined with actual social activity to possibly balance the

privacy paradox problem. Online social network interaction is dynamic and default

settings are applicable to each new social interaction. Thus, more work is needed to

examine how users would actually respond to such defaults, and how much effort it

would take to re-configure settings for poorly predicted default settings. Complex pri-

vacy settings continue to require excessive configuration burden and future research

should explore novel methods for minimizing effort needed to manage online privacy.



CHAPTER 6: CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSION

Technology is enabling people to share more information than ever before. Privacy

regulation becomes more complicated to manage when people socialize online. Peo-

ple have different social groups and desire to share appropriately with these groups.

Most social networking sites provide adequate levels of privacy control, however the

mechanisms are difficult to use. Because privacy is a secondary task, many people

struggle to manage settings that represent their desired privacy attitudes. This can

often result in unintended disclosure and cause embarrassing and sometimes dan-

gerous consequences. Thus, privacy management is increasingly important as more

people adopt sharing information online.

Additional social network features promote more sharing of personal information,

however, the additional features come with more privacy controls. People desire to

socialize online and control who sees their personal information. However, if privacy

configuration creates excessive burden, users of online social networks may choose to

only disclose information intended for a public audience. When people make sharing

decisions based on either public disclosure or nondisclosure, the overall quality of

online social interaction is diminished.

The research in this dissertation improved knowledge of how using audience-centric

design can improve user understanding of information disclosure. However, using

audience-centric design may increase already complex privacy configurations. Ex-
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cessive configuration burden for secondary tasks discourages use of privacy controls

even when people desire to share with appropriate audiences. I also presented re-

search in this dissertation that improves understanding of how automated privacy

changes can be used to reduce configuration burden. Profile default privacy settings

are initially configured by online social network site developers and may not repre-

sent preferred/optimal privacy behaviors or user attitudes. Data from other users in a

community can be used to configure default settings for other users that better match

their privacy attitude. Community feedback from these data may create policies that

better match user preference and reduce the number of configuration changes needed

to represent a user’s optimal privacy policy.

6.1 Audience-Centric Design

This dissertation includes research that explored using audience-centric design to

improve user understanding of profile information disclosed using online social net-

work sites. First, I presented a study that compared differences in configuring desired

privacy preferences with privacy configuration mechanisms used by a popular online

social network site and an audience-centric prototype design called AudienceView.

I then compared AudienceView with another audience-centric prototype design—

Expandable Grids. Expandable Grids represented a more compact visual mechanism

that used a grid to display audiences and profile items to configure access to personal

information. Finally, I qualitatively explored how users perceive and interact with

Google+ circles, a currently deployed audience-centric privacy control mechanism.

AudienceView is an audience-centric privacy configuration mechanism designed
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to more closely integrate privacy management with the primary task of socializing

using online social networks. I compared AudienceView with Facebook’s privacy

configuration interface to determine if the prototype improved user understanding and

confidence for appropriate audience disclosure of personal information. At the time

of the study, Facebook’s privacy mechanisms were difficult to use and users struggled

to understand who could view information they posted on the site. The excessive

configuration burden coupled with diminished understanding resulted in unintended

disclosure of personal information and privacy configurations that did not match user

preference. The results from the comparison showed users reported more confidence

in understanding audience disclosure using AudienceView than reported confidence

using Facebook’s privacy configuration mechanisms. AudienceView increased visual

feedback by providing privacy setting indicators beside user profile information in

the primary profile view. This increased visual feedback improved user confidence

in understanding audience disclosure of profile items. Facebook has since included

features that allow users to view their profile from another audience perspective and

privacy configuration mechanisms that are more closely integrated to the main profile

items. Similar to AudienceView, these new controls placed the access configuration

mechanism next to the profile data items. However, AudienceView allowed users

to view the profile data from the perspective of audiences and Facebook’s current

mechanism can only be used to view timeline settings from either public or a single

friend’s perspective. If these new features are used, Facebook users may benefit from

some improved understanding, but it may be difficult to connect a single friend to

audience groups used for selective disclosures of personal information.
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AudienceView expanded the visual representation of privacy settings to accompany

the profile items in the primary profile view. Other research has shown to reduce

burden for complex settings with other more compact mechanisms. The Expandable

Grids prototype used a grid mechanism to reduce burden to configure complex access

control to file system objects. More visual systems often reduce cognitive burden of

mapping the effective change of a privacy setting, but may increase the amount of

clicks and mouse movement to configure settings. Compact systems like Expandable

Grids reduce the amount of effort needed to configure a policy, but lack visual feed-

back representing what happens when a privacy change occurs. I conducted a study

to compare these two different methods of improving privacy setting configuration.

The results indicated that both mechanisms improve usability for configuring complex

privacy settings and the user preference for the different representations was highly

subjective. Thus, providing the user with both compact and visual mechanisms may

prove to further enhance understanding of audience access to profile information.

Facebook currently has adopted a more expanded and visual approach for configura-

tion with no option to configure privacy with a more compact or overview method.

Future research may provide useful insight in how people react to having both design

methods available for privacy setting configuration.

People use Google+ circles to group their friends into social categories and then

share posts to circles as a way to control disclosure to intended audiences. I devel-

oped research to better understand how people reacted to the introduction of a usable

audience-centric sharing mechanism. Results from the study found that people un-

derstood the intended purpose of circles, yet their social behavior did not represent
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their stated desires to appropriately disclose to multiple audiences. Instead, people

seemed to simply share to all circles or collapse their entire friend network into a sin-

gle circle. Thus, early users of Google+ did not take advantage of an audience-centric

configuration utility. It was unclear if the additional burden needed to create the

distinct social groups provided any significant advantage in understanding or privacy

management. However, the results of this study were representative of early users

of Google+ and people mentioned the lack of users as a reason for not using cir-

cles. As Google+ has increased in subscribers and usage, the benefits of using circles

may eventually provide improved understanding of information disclosure to multiple

audiences.

This thorough analysis of using audience-centric mechanisms highlighted a signif-

icant problem with the growing complexity of privacy settings. Discrete sharing of

personal information increased the cognitive burden for users to create audiences and

make disclosure decisions with each shared item of information. Privacy settings were

already complex and difficult to manage and increases in burden would likely lead to

users adopting mitigating tactics to avoid configuration burden, such as only shar-

ing to a public audience. Many of these tactics reduce the quality of online social

interaction. To reduce configuration burden, I suggested using community feedback

to create privacy settings that may better represent users’ privacy attitudes.

6.2 Community Feedback

Online social network sites benefit from a wealth of community data including pri-

vacy configurations and sharing decisions. Feedback from this information is used for
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advertisements and recommending books and other activities. My research evaluates

the possibility of using similar community feedback to automate changes in privacy

settings. Automated changes that better represent a person’s privacy attitude should

reduce the configuration changes need to achieve an optimal privacy policy. In this

dissertation, I presented research that explored user reactions to automated privacy

changes. These results informed a quantitative evaluation of creating default settings

from other user preferences within a community set.

First, I explored how people reacted to automated changes in privacy settings. Au-

tomated changes may technically reduce user configuration burden, but people may

react negatively to the change. The results from my study indicated people wanted

notification and consent for changes in privacy settings. However, the reaction was

not the same for all profile items. Some items were considered less sensitive and peo-

ple only characterized negative reactions to more sensitive profile items. Additionally,

many users were cautious social network users and only posted profile information

meant for disclosure to a public audience. In interviews, people responded nega-

tively to hypothetical situations where privacy settings were automatically changed,

however, during observation, few participants responded with concern to a perceived

actual change in privacy settings. This study provided greater understanding in the

complexity of user privacy attitudes and how people react to automated changes.

Privacy default settings for online social network profile information are often per-

missive to large audiences. Social network sites’ primary purpose are to facilitate

social connections and discover new acquaintances. Restrictive privacy settings might

constrict social interaction, especially for a large public audience. However, excessive
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privacy configuration burden can force people to only disclose information intended for

a public audience and thereby limit the effective online social interaction. I explored

using community feedback to create default privacy settings as a possible method to

achieve a balance by generating privacy policies that better match users’ attitudes.

In terms of privacy, people characterize profile items differently. I developed a study

that characterized data items by gathering user response to audience changes for

each profile item. Using these responses, I calculated how well a privacy setting pol-

icy fit the user preference. The study results showed default privacy settings formed

from community feedback better fit user preference than Facebook’s current default

settings.

Privacy attitudes are complex and difficult to measure, however, segmentation on

privacy attitude may provide a better privacy policy fit. I used previously established

research metrics to measure privacy attitude and segment sample populations. Seg-

mented results showed similar improvement in policy fit to nonsegmented community

feedback results. However, the training sets for segmentation were small and larger

community size may eventually improve the default privacy setting fit.

The results from the two community feedback studies have implicitly described a

process for automating changes in privacy settings. Figure 15 represents a conceptual

process of how community data can be used to refine a user’s privacy policy. The

process model provides an example process for using a community data store as

feedback to improve complex privacy settings. The figure more visually describes a

process of combining multiple facets of community data to improve privacy defaults

and other automated changes in privacy settings.
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Figure 15: A process model showing how community feedback is used to enhance
privacy settings.

The process shown in Figure 15 is composed of three components: community data,

a refinement engine and a privacy policy. The policy consists of access control rules

for a set of profile items. Access control rules are composed of a setting and the level

of access allowed to an audience. In addition to the rules, audience characterizations

are collected from the user to better understand the sensitivity of the profile item.

The user is included in the privacy policy to indicate some level of user feedback such

as notification or consent needed for automated changes as informed by the study in

Chapter 4.

The refinement engine has several smaller components. The engine receives re-

quests and formulates a response that either informs the privacy policy or provides

refinement information to the community data. This component uses community

feedback to inform better decisions for individual settings. For new community mem-

bers, the engine determines how to deliver enhanced default settings. Chapter 5

results validate the process of providing enhanced default settings. As members of

the social community modify or change privacy settings, this refinement engine uses
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those decisions and stores them as part of the community data. Over time, the re-

finement engine detects possible changes in privacy policies that may better reflect

the user preference. These changes are passed to the privacy policy in the form of

automated privacy changes and the user is informed based on the notification process

defined by the privacy policy.

The model intends to include methods derived from collective behavior theory

presented in Chapter 2. Most current community feedback methods such as social

navigation and recommender systems rely on the current state of community data.

Collective behavior theory describes the ongoing behavior of collectivities. Thus,

the community data part of the process is intended to store both the current state

of community privacy settings and historical changes made to privacy settings over

time. Historical changes are monitored to detect collective behavior events that can

be passed to the refinement engine for determining how to provide the feedback to

users’ privacy policies. The research in this dissertation explores a few aspects of

this process model. Chapter 4 explored how users react to automated changes. From

these results, I determined that the “User” part of the process should include some

level of notification or consent. More sensitive profile items such as photos generated

stronger negative user reactions. Thus, the refinement engine should consider item

sensitivity when implementing an automated change. Results from Chapter 5 ex-

plored using profile items more fully characterized by exposure to different audiences

to help determine better default privacy settings. These results informed both the

“Privacy Policy” and the “Refinement Engine” areas of the process model. Audience

characterizations were used from a community set to provide a starting privacy policy
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that better matches user preference. These contributions represent steps to better

understanding the process for using community feedback to enhance privacy settings.

Future research is needed to fully explore all components of the process for using

community feedback to continuously refine complex privacy settings and reduce user

configuration burden.

6.3 Contribution

Audience-centric designs can improve understanding of information flow by provid-

ing users with a view of their personal information from the perspective of different

social groups. However, this improvement in understanding fails to significantly re-

duce configuration burden. Providing community feedback reduces user burden with

complex settings. In this dissertation, I document research that contributes to under-

standing how audience-centric design and community feedback can be used to enhance

default privacy settings. Specifically, I provide the following overall contribution to

current research in three areas:

• A comprehensive review of previous privacy theory and work related to man-

aging complex settings.

• Audience-centric design

– Research that suggests using audience-centric designs improve user under-

standing and comfort.

– Research that examines a comparison of two different audience-centric de-

sign methods and suggests both are usable and equally preferred.
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– Research that explores how early adopters of a new audience-centric online

social media site react to sharing with audience-centric designs.

• Community feedback

– Research that examines user reactions to automated changes in privacy

settings.

– Research that explores using community enhanced default privacy policies

to reduce the user burden required to configure complex privacy settings.

The contributions above represent a significant addition to the existing body of re-

search in usable privacy and security. Complex privacy settings are a secondary task

and reduced user burden for configuring privacy settings is key to helping people suc-

cessfully manage privacy in a new world of online socializing. If privacy configuration

burden is high, users either avoid privacy management and suffer from unintended

disclosure or only choose to disclose information intended for a public audience. This

reduces the quality of online social interaction and diminishes the purpose of online

social networks. The research I provide in this dissertation improves understanding

in using improved visual feedback in the form of audience-centric design and reduc-

ing privacy setting configuration burden can be used to help users manage complex

privacy settings.

6.4 Conclusion

Privacy settings have been too difficult for too long. Online social networks are

becoming more relevant today as more people engage in sharing. New features provide
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new ways to share and friend groups become larger and more difficult to manage.

Creating new audience groups for sharing coupled with many new methods for sharing

have resulted in very complex privacy settings. Managing privacy is secondary to

socializing online and this further discourages people from spending time to configure

privacy to match their privacy attitude. In 2011, Mark Zuckerberg, co-founder and

CEO of Facebook.com commented:

When I built the first version of Facebook, almost nobody I knew wanted

a public page on the internet. That seemed scary. But as long as they

could make their page private, they felt safe sharing with their friends

online. Control was key. With Facebook, for the first time, people had

the tools they needed to do this. That’s how Facebook became the world’s

biggest community online. We made it easy for people to feel comfortable

sharing things about their real lives.

We’ve added many new tools since then: sharing photos, creating groups,

commenting on and liking your friends’ posts and recently even listening

to music or watching videos together. With each new tool, we’ve added

new privacy controls to ensure that you continue to have complete control

over who sees everything you share. Because of these tools and controls,

most people share many more things today than they did a few years

ago 1.

1Our Commitment to the Facebook Community (November 29, 2011) (accessed February 24,
2014); available from https://www.facebook.com/notes/10150378701937131.
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This control technically exists on many online social network sites, however, the

control is only effective if people are able to successfully configure and manage their

privacy. Managing and sharing to multiple audiences increases cognitive burden and

makes privacy settings more complex. This dissertation improves knowledge for im-

proving online privacy understanding and management for multiple audiences. How-

ever, there is more research needed to understand how people have changed in an

environment where privacy configuration has been difficult for several years.

A recent Pugh Internet survey shows that younger people are using entirely different

social media venues for distinct audiences or contexts 2. The same survey pointed

out other strategies such as obfuscating the meaning of a private message within a

broader context. These strategies are problematic as explained by a participant in

my study in Chapter 4:

P19:“For example, if I were to write a joke on my friend’s wall and it

was like an inside joke, someone else would see it on the little feed right

here. They might take it too seriously and won’t understand, ‘hey, this is

just an inside joke between A and B’ and then they’ll see it and then jump

on and it’s like, ‘we were having a joke with each other but way to make

yourself seem like a jerk.’ ”

This highlights user tactics that develop from trying to circumvent good access

control mechanisms in online social networking. Usable privacy and security research

attempts to provide understanding to avoid user circumventions of privacy and se-

2Teens, Social Media, and Privacy (May 21, 2013) (accessed January 30, 2014); available from
http://pewinternet.org/Reports/2013/Teens-Social-Media-And-Privacy.aspx.
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curity management. This dissertation seeks to contribute research that can be used

to promote usable privacy management for online social network interactions. Hope-

fully, more research can build on this and improve usability for secondary tasks like

privacy management and eventually help users share and socialize in an online world.
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APPENDIX A: STUDY MATERIALS FOR CHAPTER 4

Facebook Application Study (Interview Script) - Reaction to default privacy setting

changed by community feedback

A Pre-Study questions

Gender: [just pencil in the gender of the participant] Age:

[FII from TOIL at MSU] Can you answer the following questions on a scale of 1

to 5, with 1 being that you strongly disagree and 5 being that you strongly agree.

1. Facebook is part of my everyday activity

2. I am proud to tell people I’m on Facebook

3. Facebook has become part of my daily routine

4. I feel out of touch when I haven’t logged onto Facebook for a while

5. I feel I am part of the Facebook community

6. I would be sorry if Facebook shut down

7. Approximately how many TOTAL Facebook friends do you have?

8. In the past week, on average, approximately how much time PER DAY have

you spent actively using Facebook?

B Study Session

Thank you for participating in the study.
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Explain the study and have the participant review and sign the [Pre] Informed

Consent document about interacting with the Facebook application

We are going to start by having you logon to your Facebook account and install

an application.

[At this point have the participant logon to their Facebook account on the

provided computer. If necessary, remind them to not save their username

and password.]

[After they have logged on to Facebook, start the audio/video recording of

the session. If it takes a minute to setup the recording, it is fine for the

participant to interact normally with their Facebook.]

The first part of the study will involve observing how you interact with Facebook

applications. We would like to observe you as you interact with a few Facebook

music applications. I will direct you to each of the applications and have you install

and perform a simple tasks. Let’s begin by looking at the SoundCloud Facebook

application.

Please begin by searching for and installing the SoundCloud application. Click on

the “App Center” link on the left side of your main Facebook page. Search for the

term SoundCloud and add the application to your profile.

[If the user is having difficulty finding the application and installing it, it

is fine for you to help install the app. The intended focus of the session

is to not frustrate or unbalance the participants mood in any way]
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Please begin by attempting to find and add people or groups to follow. [If the

participant has no friends who use the application, there will be no suggestions at

the beginning, so direct the participant to the “Explore People” location under the

People menu]. Find a few people or groups that you may be interested in and click

on the Follow button to get suggested sound bites.

Now click on the Explore Tracks item under the Tracks menu. Explore the list of

Hot sound bites and listen to part of one or a few to see if they interest you.

OK, now that we are finished observing interaction with this Facebook application,

I would like to uninstall this application from your Facebook profile. After I finish

uninstalling the app, we’ll continue with the study.

[If the participant wants to keep the application, let them know that we

need to uninstall it because of the study and they can always add it to

their profile later]

[As the application is uninstalled, you should see the Facebook message

about changes to their privacy settings. Act surprised and say...]

Wow, I have never seen this message on Facebook. It says here they have modified

your privacy settings. I don’t know what to do, so you can look at that, but it seems

really interesting. You can look at that. I need to take a minute to close out the

recording software.

[Try to encourage the participant to really focus on the message without

being too obvious and see if they will read the message and help screens.

Keep the audio/video recording going while they are interacting with the
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message and give them time to look around. Answer any questions they

have as if you don’t know anything about the message.]

[Give them a few minutes to interact with the message.]

Ok, although I mentioned we would have more applications to explore, that isn’t

really the case. The last message you saw on your Facebook account was not actually

a message from Facebook. We used this computer to add that message to you screen

and it really never came from Facebook. Our study is really about privacy settings

and how you would react to having your settings modified automatically.

At this point, you have the option to withdraw from the study and we won’t ask

you any further questions. But, if you are willing to continue, we would like to ask you

about your reaction to the message. Would you be willing to answer a few questions

about your reaction to the message about changes to your privacy settings?

[At this point, discontinue audio/video recording and administer the post-

experiment interview questions.]

C Post-experiment Debrief Interview

[Ask the following questions and feel free to probe with additional questions

to gain clarification or better understand what the participant is thinking

or feeling about their privacy settings. Please avoid any language that

might appear judgemental or leading.]

� [Check here if the participant went to their privacy settings to see if something

had been changed.]
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Let’s talk about automated changes to your privacy settings:

What are some of your opinions on changes that Facebook has made in the past?

What are some things you like about Facebook?

What are some things you dislike about Facebook?

Do you have any concerns using Facebook?

How would you feel if Facebook modified one of your privacy settings without

informing you and it matched your settings preference?

How would you feel if Facebook modified one of your privacy settings without

informing you and it did not match your settings preference?

Can you describe your reaction to the message that your privacy settings had been

changed?

[It is appropriate to ask some follow-up questions here to find out if they

were agitated or apathetic. If they don’t explain why they reacted a certain

way, ask the question below]

Why do you think you reacted like you did to the change in your privacy

setting?

[Here, if you noticed something in their reaction that they did not address,

ask some probing questions to get as much information to clarify how it

seemed they reacted, etc. Make sure you don’t put words into their mouth,

just clarify on anything you noticed and ask them why they appeared a

certain way.]

What did you think the message about the privacy change meant when it mentioned
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“others like you?”

[Discuss the community, what their perception is of “others like them” and

how they would feel under additional hypothetical situations where things

were changed according to any other group that they want to relate to.]

[Try to probe a little here and discover any situation they might be satis-

fied with having their privacy settings changed to reflect that community

group’s preference – or would they never entertain any automated change

whatsoever.]


